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1951 The appellant an American citizen operated public bus service between

WINNER Boston U.S.A and Halifax Nova Scotia The New Brunswick

Motor Carrier Board purporting to act under the provisions of

S.M.T The Motor Carrier Act 1937 43 as amended granted him licence

1RN to operate his buses over the provinces highways connecting the

State of Maine with the Province of Nova Scotia but not to embus

or debus passengers within New Brunswick The appellant having

refused to be bound by the restriction an injunction was sought and

it was ordered that three questions be raised for the opinion of the

New Brunswick Court of Appeal viz

Are the operations or proposed operations of the defendant within the

Province of New Brunswick or any part or parts thereof prohibited

or in any way affected by the provisions of The Motor Carrier Act

1937 and amendments thereto or orders made by the said Motor

Carrier Board

Is 13 Geo VI 47 1949 intra vires of the legislature of the Province

of New Brunswick

Are the proposed operations prohibited or in any way affected by

Regulation 13 of The Motor Vehicles Act 20 of the Acts of i934

and amendments or under sa or 53 or any other sections of the

Act

The Supreme Court of New Brunswick Appeal Division having answered

the thiee questions in the affirmative on appeal to this Court

Held that the questions should be answered only to the extent necessary

to dispose of the issues raised by the pleadings and for that purpose

the answer made is that it is not within the legislative powdrs of

the Province of New Brunswick by the statutes or regulations in

question or within the powers of The Motor Carrier Board by the

terms of the licence granted by it to prohibit the appellant by his

undertaking from bringing passengers into the province of New

Brunswick from outside said province and permitting them to alight

or from carrying passengers from any point in the -province to point

outside the limits thereof or from carrying passengers along the

route traversed by its buses from place to place in New Brunswick

to which -passengers stop-over privileges have been extended as an

incident of the contract of carriage

Rinfret C.J answers the first question as follows

The operations or proposed operations of the defendant-appellant within

the Province of New Brunswick or any part or parts thereof as above

set forth are not prohibited or in any way affected by the provisions

-of The Motor Carrier Act 1937 and amendments thereto On the

contrary such operations or proposed operations are specifically pro

vided for in Regulation 13 made under authority of The Motor

Vehicle Act The attempt to restrict them in the Order made by

the Motor Carrier Board is illegal and ultra vires

and declines to answer the second and third questions

Judgment of -the Supreme Court of New Brunswick Appeal Division

1950 26 M.P.R 27 reversed
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1951 THE CHIEF JusTICEThe plaintiff-respondent is

WINNER company incorporated under and by virtue of The New

S.M.T Brunswick Companies Act and is in the business inter

ERN alia of operating motor buses for the carriage of passengers

and goods for hire or compensation over the highways

of the Province of New Brunswick It holds licences

granted by The Motor Carrier Board of the Province of

New Brunswick to operate public motor buses between

St Stephen New Brunswick and the City of Saint John

New Brunswick over Highway Route No and between

the said City of Saint John and the Nova Scotia border

over Highway Route No for the purpose of carrying

passengers and goods for hire or compensation It main

tains daily passenger service over those routes

The appellant who resides at Lewiston in the State

of Maine one of the United States of America is in the

business inter alia of operating motor buses for the

carriage of passengers and goods for hire or compensation

under the name and style of MacKenzie Coach Lines

On the 17th day of June 1949 on the application of the

appellant The Motor Carrier Board granted him licence

permitting him to operate public motor buses from Boston

in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts through the Prov

ince of New Brunswick on Highways Nos and to

Halifax and Glace Bay in the Province of Nova Scotia

and return but not to embus or debus passengers in the

said Province of New Brunswick after August 1949

At the time of making the said application the defendant

challenged the validity of the statute of New Brunswick 13

Geo VI 47 1949 and The Motor Carrier Act 1937 as

affected thereby as being ultra vires of the Legislature of

the Province of New Brunswick The Motor Carrier Board

made no specific ruling on the defendants challenge but

acted under the said statute

The appellant by his motor buses maintains regular

passenger service over the routes above-mentioned but

since August 1949 he has continually embussed and

debussed passengers within the Province of New Brunswick

and it is his intention to continue to do so unless and
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until it shall have been declared by some court of corn- 1951

petent jurisdiction that such operations are prohibited by WEB
The Motor Carrier Act 1937 and amendments or by any S.ILT
other applicable statute or law

EtSTERN

The appellant further intends to carry passengers not Rin
only from points without the Province of New Brunswick

but points within the said province and vice versa but

also in connection with and incidental to his operations
to carry passengers from points within the said province

unless and until it shall have been declared by some court

of competent jurisdiction that such operations are pro
hibited by The Motor Carrier Act 1937 and amendments

thereto or by any other applicable statute or law

The business and undertaking of the appellant consists

of the operati.on of motor buses for the carriage of passen
gers and goods for hire or compensation between the City
of Boston in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and

the Town of Glace Bay in the Province of Nova Scotia

and between intermediate points Such business and

undertaking is conducted by the appellant over that portion
of its route which lies between the City of Boston and
the Town of Calais Maine under certificate granted by
Interstate Commerce Commission Federal Commission

of the United States of America having jurisdiction over

inter-state transportation permitting the appellant to

carry passengers and their baggage as motor carrier in

seasonal operations from the 1st day of May to the 15th

day of December both inclusive over regular route

between Boston Mass and point on the United States-

Canada boundary line north of Calais Maine and thence

over the bridge to the United States-Canada boundary
line and return over the same routes service being author
ized to and from all intermediate points

Subsequently and in addition Inter-state Commerce
Commission has permitted the appellant to carry passengers

and their baggage as motor carrier and express mail and

newspapers in the same vehicle with passengers in

seasonal operation extending from the 1st of May to the

15th of December inclusive of each year over alternate

regular routes for operating convenience only in con
nection with said carriers presently authorized regular

route operations

838645
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1951 The Motor Carrier Board of the Province of New Bruns

wia wick on the 17th of June 1949 on the application of the

S.M.T appellant purported to licence the operation of the appel
EASTERN lant in the Province of New Brunswick as follows

Israel Winner doing business under the name and style of Mac
Rinfret C.J Kenzie Coach Lines at Lewiston in the State of Maine is granted

licence to operate public motor buses from Boston in the State of

Massachusetts through the Province of New Brunswick on Highways

Nos and to Halifax and Glace Bay in the Province of Nova Scotia

and return but not to embus or debus passengers in the said Province of

New Brunswick after August 1949

The Board of Commissioners of Public Utilities for the

Province of Nova Scotia has purported to approve the

appellants operations in the Province of Nova Scotia over

routes from the New Brunswick border to Glace Bay via

Route No Wentworth Valley and Truro via Route No
Parrsboro and Truro via Route No Pugwash Wallace

Pictou and New Glasgow and also from Truro to Halifax

three miles of each route is within the corporate limits of

the Town of Truro and City of Halifax save that the

certificate granted by that Board permitted to suspend

operation from January 12 1949 until May 1949

The appellant in fact operates as public motor carrier

between the City of Boston and the Town of Glace Bay

and intermediate points in accordance with published

timetable copy of which was filed in the record

Moreover between December 15 and May of each year

the appellant proposes to operate as public motor carrier

between the provinces of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia

connecting with New England Greyhound Lines Inc

company authorized by the Inter-State Commerce Com
mission to operate as public motor carrier between Calais

Maine and Boston Massachusetts

Incidental to its operations as aforesaid the appellant

proposes to pick up within the Province of New Brunswick

passengers and their baggage having destination also

within the Province of New Brunswick

The respondent brought this action complaining that

since August 1949 the appellant has continually em
bused and debused passengers within the Province of New

Brunswick contrary to his licence and he has declared

his intention of so doing until stopped by legal process
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and it was the assertion of the respondent that unless the 1951

appellant was restrained from so doing irreparable dam- WINNER

age and harm would be done to the latter Wherefore the SkiT
respondent claimed an injunction against the appellant his ETEBN
servants or agents restraining him and them from em-

bussing and debussing passengers within New Brunswick RinfretC.J

in his public motor buses running between St Stephen
New Brunswick and the Nova Scotia border accompanied

by declaration that the appellant had no legal right to

do so and asking for an accounting of fares received for

the carriage of passengers within the Province of New
Brunswick together with damages and costs

By Statement of Defence the appellant stated that

his operation of public motor buses was primarily inter

national and interprovincial within the meaning of 92

10 of The British North America Act and he asked

for declaration that his operations were not prohibited

by or subject in any way to the provisions of The Motor

Carrier Act and amendments thereto or by or to any
other applicable statute or law and the declaration that

13 Geo VI 47 1949 is ultra vires of the Legislature

of the Province of New Brunswick

The case having come for hearing before Hughes in

the Chancery Division of the Supreme Court of New
Brunswick the learned judge ordered that certain ques
tions of law be raised for the opinion of the Supreme
Court of New Brunswick Appellate Division and that

in the meantime all further proceedings in this action be

stayed

The questions for the opinion of the Appellate Division

were as follows

Are the operations or proposed operations of the defendant within

the Province of New Brunswick or any part or parts thereof as above

set forth prohibited or in any way affected by the provisions of The

Motor Carrier Act 1937 and amendments thereto or orders made by the

said Motor Carrier Board

Is 13 George VI 47 1949 intra vires of the Legislature of the

Province of New Brunswick

And it was further ordered that after the said questions

had been answered then the matter should be referred

back to the Supreme Court Chancery Division for further

proceedings subject to such rightis of appeal as may be
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1951 available to either of the parties the whole without preju

WINNER dice to the respondents right to the relief claimed in its

Statement of Claim

ETERN Subsequently at the hearing before the Court of Appeal

another question was added as No
RmfretC.J

Are the proposed operations prohibited or in any way

affected by Regulation 13 of The Motor Vehicle Act 20

of the Acts of 1934 and amendments or under sections

or 53 or any other sections of The Motor Vehicle Act

The Attorney General of New Brunswick intervened

in the action After hearing the Appellate Division

answered as follows to the several questions submitted

To Question No Yes prohibited until the Defendant Appellant

complies with the provisions of the Act

To Question No Yes in respect of this Defendant Appellant

Richards C.J Hughes answering simply Yes
To Question No as it became after the question had been amended

by Hughes on the 31st of March 1950 Yes until the Defendant

Appellant complies with the provisions of the Act and the Regulations

made thereunder

From that decision the appellant now appeals to this

Court

Richards C.J stated that in his opinion the appellant

did not come within the exceptions under 92 10
because he had no office or place of business or organiza

tion or situs in the Province of New Brunswick his office

or place of business was at Lewiston in the State of Maine

and it could not be said therefore that his undertaking

extended beyond the limits of the province He then

proceeded to consider whether the legislation in question

fell within 91 or 92 of The British North America Act

and after having referred to certain number of cases

he came to the conclusion that the legislation in question

was entirely local in character related to traffic within

the province only incidentally affected traffic passing

through the province and in his view the legislation was

within the competence of the Legislature of New Brunswick

Harrison took practically the same view and that in

his opinion the defendants undertaking did not come

under 92 10 To his mind the province had the

right to regulate motor vehicle traffic within its own borders

and that included the right to prohibit such traffic when

deemed necessary or expedient
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However he further added that even if the Acts in 1951

question should be held ultra vires in respect of Canadian wEa
national carrying on an undertaking locally in Canada for S.ILT

transporting passengers and goods between provinces it ERN
did not follow that the appellant could raise the same

defence The appellant being foreign national was RinfretC.J

bound to comply with the laws regulating vehicular traffic

within the provinces boundaries until they were super

seded by Dominion legislation and foreign nationals

insofar as they were concerned had no status to ask that

such laws be declared ultra vires

Hughes sitting as member of the Appellate Division

concurred in the answers given by Richards C.J

It is to be noted that this is an ordinary case and not

reference

Questions of law were submitted to the Appellate

Division for the purpose of securing its opinion after

which as stated in the Order of Hughes itself the matter

was to be referred back to the Supreme Court Chancery

Division for further proceedings and with the object of

enabling the trial judge to decide the case

Under no interpretation of the procedure to be followed

could the case be transformed into reference which

alone the Legislature of New Brunswick had the power

and the authority to submit to the Courts The decision

on the questions of law was useful only to the extent

that it could be used for the purpose of deciding the case

as otherwise the questions were quite unnecessary

The conclusions of the plaintiff-respondent in its State

ment of Claim were merely that an injunction should issue

against the defendant-appellant his servants or agents

restraining him and them from embussing and debussing

passengers within the Province of New Brunswick in his

public motor buses running between St Stephen New

Brunswick and the Nova Scotia border and declaration

that the defendant-appellant had no legal right to embus

or debus passengers within the Province of New Brunswick
with consequential demand for an accounting and dam
ages That is all that the plaintiff-respondent asked for

and all that he can get in the present case
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1951 The basis of that claim is evidently the so-called licence

WINNER issued to the appellant on the 17th of June 1949 by The

S.M.T
Motor Carrier Board of the Province of New Brunswick

EASTERN which has been already reproduced above

One would look in vain to any of the provisions of The

Motor Carrier Act 1937 and its amendments or to the

Statute 13 Geo VI 47 1949 of New Brunswick or

to Regulation 13 of The Motor Vehicle Act 20 of the

Acts of 1934 and amendments or to sections or 53 or

any other sections of The Motor Vehicle Act for any

prohibition affecting the appellant restraining him from

embussing and debussing passengers within the Province

of New Brunswick in his public motor buses running

between St Stephen New Brunswick and the Nova

Scotia border to use the very words of the conclusions

of the respondent or for anything affecting his legal

right to embus or debus passengers within the Province of

New Brunswick also conclusion of the respondents

Statement of Claim When once it is granted that the

appellant holds as he does licence to operate his motor

buses through the Province of New Brunswick on High

ways Nos and to Halifax and Glace Bay in the

Province of Nova Scotia and return nothing can be found

in either The Motor Vehicle Act or The Motor Carrier

Act 1937 restraining him from embussing or debussing

passengers in the province

Indeed what the plaintiff-respondent wishes the Courts

to enjoin is based and can find any foundation only on

the qualification inserted in the appellants licence by

The Motor Carrier Board

If therefore such qualification is illegal and in fact

ultra vires because it is not authorized by the two Acts

themselves it follows that it must disappear from the

licence and there is nothing left on which the action of the

respondent can be maintained

For the authority of The Motor Carrier Board to insert

such qualification in the licence of the appellant one

must look of course to An Act Respecting Motor Carriers

43 Acts of Assembly Geo VI 1937 passed April

1937 whereby the Board was constituted
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By that Act the Board is given the power to grant to 11

any person firm or company licence to operate or cause WINNER

to be operated within the province public motor buses

or public motor trucks over specified routes and between EASTERN

specified points
Rinfret C.J

Section 53 of the Act specifies that

In determining whether or nt licence shall be granted the Board

shall give consideration to the transportation service being furnished by

any railroad street railway or licensed motor carrier the likelihood of

proposed service being permanent and continuous throughout the period

of the year that the highways are open to travel and the effect that such

proposed service may have upon other transportation services

And section 54 adds

If the Board finds from the evidence submitted that public con
venience will be promoted by the establishment of the proposed service

or any part thereof and is satisfied that the applicant will provide

proper service an order may be made by the Board that licence be

granted to the applicant in accordance with its finding upon proper

security being furnished

Section 11 should also be referred to It reads thus

Except as provided by this Act no person firm or company shall

operate public motor bus or public motor truck within the Province

without holding licence from the Board authorizing such operations and

then only as specified in such licence and subject to this Act and its

Regulations

The three sections just quoted are the only ones to

which the Court was referred as affording authority to

The Motor Carrier Board to insert in the appellants

licence the restriction therein mentioned

Moreover 22 of An Act Respecting Motor Carriers

states that the provisions of this Act shall be deemed to

be in addition to the provisions of The Motor Vehicle Act
By force of th regulations made under authority of The

Motor Vehicle Act no person operating motor vehicle

as public carrier between fixed termini outside the

Province shall operate such motor vehicle on the highways

of the Province unless the operator is in possession of

permit issued by the Department setting forth the con

ditions under which such motor vehicle may operate and

after payment of such fees as the Minister may determine

fair and equitable Regulation No 13 And that is the

regulation specially mentioned in Question No submitted

to the Appellate Division It would seem of course that

if Regulation 13 governs the operations of the appellant
and no reason was advanced why it should notthe permit
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1951 which is to be issued to the appellant setting forth the

WINNER conditions under which such motor vehicle may operate

S.M.T
is the permit mentioned in that Regulation 13 If it were

EASTERN not so one would speculate as to the reason for referring

to that regulation in the questions submitted

Rinfret C.J
It cannot be that if the permit which the operator of

motor vehicle as public carrier must secure in order

to operate such motor vehicle on the highways of the

province is to be issued by the Department and to set

forth the conditions under which such motor vehicle may

operate after payment of such fees as the Minister may
determine fair and equitable the intention of the Legis

lature would be that by appliation of The Motor Carrier

Act the Board would have anything to do with that permit

The two Acts as enacted in 22 of The Motor Carrier Act

must be interpreted together and it stands to reason that

the Legislature cannot have had in view that the Board

may set forth conditions which the Department has not

decreed

But moreover Regulation 13 of The Motor Vehicle Act

comes under the title of Non-Residents and it specifically

provides for person operating motor vehicle as public

carrier between fixed termini outside the province who

intends to operate such motor vehicles on the highways

of the province It says that in such case the permit

muŁt be issued by the Department and that it is in that

permit that the conditions under which such motor vehicle

may operate are to be set forth On the other hand

of An Act Respecting Motor Carriers only deals with the

power of the Board to grant to any person firm or company

licence to operate or cause to be operated within the

province public motor buses or public motor trucks

Whichever way the two sections are contrasted it does

not leave any room for doubt that in the case of non

resident Regulation No 13 must prevail as it is special

enactment referring in terms to non-residence while the

other of The Motor Carrier Act is general provision

in terms dealing with persons firms or companies operating

only within the province

On the record as it stands it is to be assumed as no

reference whatever is made to it that the appellant has

complied with Regulation No 13 or at all events it must
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be decided that if the appellant needs permit it is to be 1951

issued to him under Regulation No 13 of The Motor WINNER

Vehicle Act and that he has nothing to do with the licence S.IT

provided for by of The Motor Carrier Act Indeed it EASTERN

was not in any way within the competency of the Board

to issue to him non-resident permit or licence under RinfretCj

The consequence is that the licence upon which the

plaintiff-respondent relied to ask the Court to issue an

injunction against the appellant restraining him from

embussing and debussing passengers was issued wholly

without shadow of authority

But there is yet another objection to the validity of the

licence issued to the appellant and it is this That the

restriction inserted by the Board in the licence which it

issued has nothing to do with highway legislation proper

It does not deal with schedules or service or rates or

fares or charges or forms or fees as provided for in 171
of The Motor Carrier Act it does not deal in any way
with highways in stipulating that the appellant will not

be entitled to embus or debus his passengers within the

territory of New Brunswick it is nothing more than an

attempt to regulate or control the business of the appellant

The object of such restriction has not been explained

nor is it apparent It was suggested by counsel for the

respondent himself that it had in view the prevention

of competition by the appellant against the respondent

If so of course it is not highway legislation but something

which may come under the heading of Commerce and
in the present case of commerce by an international under

taking but it has surely nothing to do with traffic As

was suggested if necessary it would be quite possible for

the appellant to own along the lines of his motor buses

certain vacant property where his passengers could embus

or debus Yet the restriction inserted in his licence would

prohibit this

It was argued that if the Board really had competency

to issue licence to the appellant notwithstanding the

terms of Regulation 13 under The Motor Vehicle Act it

could find some authority for what it has done in somewhat

general terms in 53 or 11 of The Motor Carrier Act
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1951 but that argument forgets altogether the rules of interpre

WINNER tation of statutesthat words must be understood in

S.M.T
accord with the subject matter of the statute

EARN As put by Maxwell on Interpretation of Statutes 9th

Ed by Sir Gilbert Jackson at page 55 the words of
Rinfret C.J

statute are to be understood in the sense in which they

harmonize with the subject of the enactment and the

object which the legislature has in view

Their meaning is found not so much in strictly grammatical or

etymological propriety of language nor even in its popular use as in the

subject or in the occasion on which they are used and the object to be

attained It is not because the words of statute or the words of any

document read in one sense will cover the case that that is the right

sense Grammatically they may cover it but whenever statute or

document is to be construed it must be construed not according to the

mere ordinary general meaning of the words but according to the ordinary

meaning of the words as applied to the subject-matter with regard to

which they are used unless there is something which renders it necessary

to read them in sense which is not their ordinary sense in the English

language as so applied Brett M.R Lion Insurance Co Tucker 1883
53 L.J.Q.B 189

And at Page 63 the following occurs

WORDS IN ACCORD WITH INTENTION

It is in the interpretation of general words and phrases that the

principle of strictly adapting the meaning to the particular subject-matter

with referencec to which the words are used finds its most frequent

application However wide in the abstract they are more or less elastic

and admit of restriction or expansion to suit the subject-matter While

expressing truly enough all that the Legislature intended they frequently

express more in their literal meaning and natural force and it is

necessary to give them the meaning which best suits the scope and object

of the statute without extending to ground foreign to the intention

It is therefore canon of interpretation that all words if they be general

and not express and precise are to be restricted to the fitness of the

matter They are to be construed as particular if the intention be par

ticular that is they must be understood as used with reference to the

subject-matter in the mind of the Legislature and limited to it

In the present case however wide may be the general

terms implied in 33 54 or 11 they must be read as

being restricted to the subject of highway circulation and

cannot be extended to the subject of commercial competi

tion or some other similarobjects

Under such rule of interpretation it is not possible to

say that the restriction inserted by the Board in the

appellants licence was justified by the terms of The

Motor Carrier Act and it must therefore be considered

as ultra Vire8
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For those two reasons both because the permit required 1951

by the appellant was within the jurisdiction of the Depart- WINNEft

ment and of the Minister and did not come under the s.IT
competency of the Motor Carrier Board and also because ErERN
even if it did that Board exceeded its authority and dealt

with matter with which it was in no way concerned we RiufretC.J

must come to the conclusion that the licence issued by the

Board to the appellant is invalid

That being so it disposes of the plaintiff-respondents

action and claim and with due respect find all the other

questions irrelevant

To the questions submitted by the learned trial judge

would therefore answer

The operations or proposed operations of the defendant-appellant

within the Province of New Brunswick or any part or parts thereof as

above set forth are not prohibited or in any way affected by the pro
visions of The Motor Carrier Act 1987 and amendments thereto On
the contrary such operations or proposed operations are specially provided

for in Regulation 13 made under authority of The Motor Vehicle Act

The attempt to restrict them in the order made by the Motor Carrier

Board is illegal a.nd ultra vires

As the only foundation for the plaintiff-respondents

action is this illegal restriction and indeed the complete

lack of authority in the Motor Carrier Board to issue the

licence at all is sufficient to decide the present case between

the parties it becomes immaterialto pass upon thevalidity

of the two acts of the Legislature of New Brunswick

As said the object of submitting these legal questions

to the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of New
Brunswick being limited to the purpose of deciding the

case it is therefore sufficient for that purpose to come to

the conclusion that the licence can in no way support

the conclusions of the Statement of Claim and it is un
necessary to go further

Consequently decline to answer the second and third

questions The Statute 13 Geo VI 47 1949 referred

to in Question No does appear to me to be intra vires

for fail to see how the amendment to section of the said

chapter as amended by 37 of Geo VI 1939 intro

duced by 13 Geo VI 1949 47 can have any bearing

on the case The amendment in question consisted merely

in striking out the word and in the fourth line thereof
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1951 and substituting therefor the word or and in striking

WINNER out the wOrds within the province being the last three

S..T
words of the said section

ERN The result of that amendment is therefore that

thereafter read
RimfretC.J

The Board may grant to any person firm or company licence to

operate or cause to be operated public motor buses or public motor

trucks over specified routes and between specified points

As originally enacted by The Motor Carrier Act 1937

read without repeating the whole of it
licence to operate or cause to be operated within the province

public motor buses

By the amendment of 37 Geo VI 1939 the words

within the Province were struck out where they origin

ally stood and were added at the end of the section so

that it afterwards read

The Board may grant to any person firm or company licence to

operate or cause to be operated public motor buses or public motor

trucks over specified routes and between specified points within the

province

The effect of the amendment by 47 of 13 Geo VI

1949 was that the words within the Province being

the last three words of the said section were struck out

must confess that do not see the difference for in

my opinion the section as amended has exactly the same

effect as it had before Notwithstanding the deletion of

the words within the Province at the end of the section

the latter continues to be susceptible of meaning and appli

cation oniy to the operations within the province and the

Courts would be extremely loath to give it any other

meaning for the legislation adopted by the Legislature of

New Brunswick must necessarily be understood to be

limited to the territory of New Brunswick as that Legis

lature could not possibly be considered as having attempted

to legislate upon operations outside the province

As for Question No
Are the proposed operations prohibited or in any way affected

by Regulation 13 of The Motor Vehicle Act Chapter 20 of the Acts

of 1934 and amendments or under Sections or 53 or any other sections

of The Motor Vehicle Act

have already expressed my opinion that none of these

sections prohibits the appellants operation in New Bruns

wick On the contrary they provide for the manner in
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which these operations may be carried out in that province 1951

Indeed 72 specifies that foreign vehicle which has WINNER

been registered theretofore outside of the province need
S.M.T

only exhibit to the Department the Certificate of Title EASTERN

or Registration or other evidence of such former registra-
.....

tion as may be in the applicants possession or control or RinfretC.J

such other evidence as will satisfy the Department that

the applicant is the lawful owner of the vehicle It follows

by necessary implication that this requirement will be

held sufficient and that the foreign motor vehicle will then

obtain the necessary registration to operate upon any
highway in New Brunswick as provided for by

Section 53 goes no further than to say that no motor

vehicle shall be used or operated upon highway unless

the owner shall have complied in all respects with the

requirements of this Act Of course it adds that no opera
tion can be carried on where such highway has been closed

to motor traffic under the provisions of the Highway Act
which is not only proper but natural

Then Regulation 13 as we have seen specifies that

No person operating motor vehicle as public carrier

between fixed termini outside the Province shall operate

such motor vehicle on the highways of the Province unless

the operator is in possession of permit issued by the

Department setting forth the conditions under which such

motor vehicle may operate and after payment of such fees

as the Minister may determine fair and equitable This
of course is not prohibition It is only regulation which

assumes that provided the conditions set forth in Regula
tion 13 are complied with by the appellant he will receive

the permit to operate on the highways of New Brunswick
To that extent of course the proposed operations of the

appellant are affected and that is in fact the effect of

the answer given by the Appellate Division of the Supreme
Court of New Brunswick that all that the appellant has

to do is to comply with the provisions of The Motor Vehicle

Act and the Regulations made thereunder and after he

has done so he may operate on the highways of New
Brunswick

All that the appellant had to do if he has not done so

already and it was assumed at Bar that he had complied
with it is to apply to the Department for permit which
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1951 will set forth the conditions under which his motor vehicles

WINNER may operate and pay such fees as the Minister may deter

S.IST mine fair and equitable But as have mentioned before

EASTERN when once he has that permit or if he has it already such

permits issued by the Department with the approval of

RinfretC.J the Minister does away entirely with the obligation of

getting licence from the Motor Carrier Board under

of The Motor Carrier Act 1937 Regulation 13 under The

Motor Vehicle Act applies specifically to foreign owners

who are already registered in their own province or country

while of The Motor Carrier Act is general enactment

which does not concern the foreign owners It is quite

clear that vehicle owned by non-resident so far as

the obligation to obtain licence is concerned is par

ticularly dealt with in The Motor Vehicle Act more

especially Regulations and 13 under that Act and

not by The Motor Carrier Act

All that we have to do on the present appeal is to give

our answers to the questions submitted by the trial judge

to the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of New

Brunswick and then after the questions have been

answered to refer the matter back to the Supreme Court

Chancery Division for further proceedings presumably so

that the trial judge shall deal with the case in accordance

with those answers

In the Appellate Division the Court ordered that the

plaintiff-respondent should have the costs of its application

As the present answers are contrary to those that were

given in the Appellate Division and as they are in favour

of the defendant-appellant presume that on the present

appeal it should be said that the appellant shall have his

costs both in this Court and in the Appellate Division

The result of my judgment is that it is unnecessary to

pass upon the interventions of the Attorney General of

Canada of the Attorneys General of New Brunswick Nova

Scotia Ontario Quebec Alberta Prince Edward Island

and British Columbia as well as those of the Canadian

National Railway Company the Canadian Pacific Railway

Company the Maccam Transport Limited and the Carwill

Transport Limited They were interested only in the ques

tion of the constitutionality of the New Brunswick Acts
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As it happens in my respectful view the Court is not

called upon to decide that question in order to dispose of WINNER
the present litigation and it is well within the usual

S.M.T

practice of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council ETERN
to avoid deciding any other question than that which is

necessary to settle the difficulty between the parties To RinfretC.J

support that practice it is sufficient to refer to the judg
ment of the Judicial Committee in Regent Taxi and Trans

port Co La CongrØgation des Petits FrŁres de Marie

The result would show that unfortunately all these

intervenants were mobilized to no purpose except perhaps
that this Court has been privileged in listening to very

interesting arguments on the question of the constitution

ality of province adopting legislation such as is con

tained in The Motor Vehicle Act and The Motor Carrier

Act of New Brunswick It is of course satisfaction that

this Court should be relieved of the obligation to decide

such moot question We should not suppose that the

intervenants expected to be granted costs in this matter

They were appearing merely to defend their respective

constitutional rights and in those cases it is usual not to

grant costs to the intervenants

Of course in view of the result neither the appellant

nor the respondent could legitimately obtain an order for

costs against either of the intervenantis That also disposes

of the motion of the respondent praying that this Court

should review its former decision that there should be no
costs either for or against the railway companies of their

intervention The motion will therefore stand dismissed

without costs

KERWIN -This is an appeal by Israel Winner doing
business under the name and style of MacKenzie Coach

Lines against decision of the Appellate Division of the

Supreme Court of New Brunswick in respect of certain

questions of law propounded for its opinion before trial

by an order of Hughes The action was brought by
S.M.T Eastern Limited for an injunction restraining

Winner from picking up and letting down passengers

within New Brunswick in his motor buses running between

A.C 295

838846
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1951 points in the United States and the Province of Nova

W.ER Scotia over routes in New Brunswick between St Stephen

S.M.T
and the Nova Scotia border and also for other relief

Subsequent to the order of Hughes the Attorney

General of New Brunswick intervened The Appellate
erwin

Division answered the questions in favour of the plaintiff

respondent but granted leave to the defendant to appeal

to this Court Pursuant to orders made by this Court or

judge thereof the Attorney General of Canada the Attor

neys General of several of the provinces Canadian Na
tional Railway Company and canadian Pacific Railway

Company and two transport companies intervened and

were represented on the argument On the opening thereof

in order to obviate certain difficulties that might otherwise

arise it was arranged that with the consent of the Attorney

General of New Brunswick he ex rel the plaintiff company

should be added as party plaintiff nunc pro tunc by order

of the Supreme Court of New Brunswick and that has

been done

By agreement of counsel made prior to the hearing

before the Appellate Division the questions for considera

tion were enlarged No evidence was given but the matter

has been argued on an agreed statement of facts contained

in the order of Hughes and from this statement the

circumstances giving rise to the questions may be sum

marized as follows

The appellant Winner resides in the State of Maine

in the United States of America and operates his coach

lines or the carriage of passengers and goods for hire or

compensation between Boston Massachusetts and Glace

Bay Nova Scotia and intermediate points So far as his

business and undertaking in the United States are con

cerned he operates under certificates granted by the

Interstate Commerce Commission federal commission

of the United States So far as the Province of New

Brunswick is concerned he holds himself out as carrier

of passengers and goods from outside the province to

points along his route in the province from points

within the province to points outside the province and

between points in the province when such carriage is

incidental to his international or interprovincial operations
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In view of the argument before us take to mean not

only that he will carry passengers and goods between points WINNER
in the province as an incident to stop-over privileges in

S.M.T

connection with the through passage from points outside to ERN
those within the province and from points inside to those

outside the province but also that he will carry all
Kerwin

passengers and goods between those points He applied

to the Motor Carrier Board of New Brunswick for licence

to operate public motor buses from St Stephen New

Brunswick through New Brunswick to the Nova Scotia

border which licence was granted but on condition the

validity of which he challenges viz that he was not to

embus or debus passengers in New Brunswick In fact he

operates his bus line so as to attract and carry out the

carriage of passengers described in and and

proposes to continue doing so unless halted by judicial

process

The plaintiff company is incorporated under and by

virtue of the New Brunswick Companies Act and is in the

business inter alia of operating motor buses for the

carriage of passengers and goods for hire or compensation

over the highways of the Province of New Brunswick It

holds licences granted by the Motor Carrier Board to

operate public motor buses between St Stephen and

Saint John New Brunswick over highway route No and

between Saint John and the Nova Scotia border over high

way route No for the purposes of carrying passengers and

goods for hire or compensation Routes and are the

ones used by Winner

As amended the questions submitted for the opinion of

the Appellate Division are as follows

Are the operations or proposed operations of the defendant within

the Province of New Brunswick or any part or parts thereof as above

set forth prohibited or in any way affected by the provisions of The

Motor Carrier Act 1937 and amendments thereto or orders made by

the said Motor Carrier Board

Is 13 Geo VI 47 1949 intra vires of the legislature of the

Province of New Brunswick

Are the proposed operations prohibited or in any way affected by

Regulation 13 of The Motor Vehicle Act 20 of the Acts of .1934 and

amendments or under sections or 53 or any other sections of The

Motor Vehicle Act

838646k
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1951 In my view it is unnecessary to detail the provisions

WINNER of The Motor Carrier Act or The Motor Vehicle Act since

S.M.T
if the relevant provisions of these Acts are validly enacted

ETERN and are applicable to Winner they authorize what has

been done by the Board in affixing the condition to the

Kerwm licence granted him The important matter is whether the

Legislature of New Brunswick is competent so to authorize

the Board so far as Winner is concerned

Prior to 1904 the title to the soil and freehold of high

ways in New Brunswick was vested in the owners of lands

abutting on the highways That year by Ed VII
the soil and freehold were vested in His Majesty This

enactment was repealed in 1908 and by R.S.N.B 1927

25 29 His Majesty released any right he might have

under the 1904 Act and the title to the soil and freehold

was re-vested in the abutting owners In my opinion the

same ultimate result would follow in provinces where the

title is in the Crown In either case take it to be indis

putable that highways generally speaking fall within

Property and Civil Rights in the Province under 92

head 13 of the British North America Act The public

right of passage over highways is in all the members of the

public whether residents of the particular province or any

other or of foreign country and subsists whether the

fee is in the Crown or abutting owners That right may be

interfered with in some respects by provincical legislatures

and no question is raised as to its power to require every

public motor carrier to register provincially and carry pro

vincial licence plates No claim is made to differentiate

between residents of New Brunswick on the one hand and

on the other residents of other provinces or aliens So

far as residents of the Dominion outside New Brunswick

are concerned it appears inadvisable to pass any comment

on the opinion expressed by two members of this Court

in Accurate News and Information Act Reference Now
as then find it unnecessary to deal with the matter It

is also unnecessary to express any view as to aliens but

when that time does arrive the decisions of the Judicial

Committee in Cunningham Tomey Homma and

Brooks-Bidlake and Whitall Ltd A.G for B.C will

require consideration

S.C.R 100 at 132 AC 151

AC 450
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The claim of the appellant the Attorney General of 1951

Canada and the Railways is founded upon the exclusive WINNER

power of Parliament to legislate in relation to Works and
S.M.T

Undertakings connecting the Province with any other or EArEnN
others of the provinces or extending beyond the limits of

the province It is of course settled that the effect of Kerwin

this and other exceptions in head 10 of section 92 of the

British North America Act is to transfer the excepted works

and undertakings to section 91 and thus to place them

under the exclusive jurisdiction and control of Parliament

in accordance with the final clause of section 91
And the matter coming within any of the classes of subjects enumer

ated in this section shall not be deemed to come within the class of matters

of local or private nature comprised in the enumeration of the classes

of subjects by this Act assigned exclusively to the Legislatures of the

Provinces

Montreal Montreal Street Railway Contrary to

what had been alleged to be the effect of this decision it

was held by the Judicial Committee in Re Regulation and

Control of Radio Communication in Canada that

Undertaking is not physical thing but is an arrange

ment under which of course physical things are used

For the respondent and those supporting it it was argued

that if it cannot be said Winner had work and undertaking

connecting the province with any .other or others of the

provinces or extending beyond the limits of the province

he could not possibly come within the exception This

contention in my opinion is not sound and where necessary

and must be read or That think follows from the

decision in the Radio case but if not it should now be so

declared Another argument which was given effect to in

the Appellate Division was that since Winner is resident

of the United States of America he could have no local

work or undertaking in New Brunswick and that therefore

his organization could not be work or undertaking con

necting the province with any other or others of the

provinces or extending beyond the limits of the province

within 9210 Emphasis is placed upon Local and

such in the opening words of head 10 Local Works

and Undertakings other than such as are of the following

classes and it is said that the connecting or extending

A.C 333 at 342 A.C 304 at 315
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1951 works or undertakings later mentioned in must be such

WER as have their genesis in the province In my opinion there

S.IT is nothing to indicate that the primary location must be

EASTERN so situate
LTD

The latest expression of opinion upon head 10 of section
Kerwm

92 appears in the decision of the Judicial Committee in the

Empress Hotel case C.P.R A.G for B.C where it is

stated at 142 The latter part of the paragraph 10a
makes it clear that the object of the paragraph is to deal

with means of interprovincial communication Such com
munication can be provided by organizations or under

takings but not by inanimate things alone Whether at

some time in the future under circumstances not now

envisaged undertaking will be restricted to means of

communication need not concern us at present since it is

patent that the term includes the business or organization

of the appellant

The appellant holds himself out as well in New Bruns

wick as in Nova Scotia and the United States as carrier

of passengers and goods interprovincially internationally

and intraprovincially Arguments of convenience and ex

pediency may be advanced to indicate either that regula

tion by province of such things as rates and stopping

places for people desiring to travel from one point in New

Brunswick to another on through buses would not inter

fere with the regulation by the Dominion of rates and

stopping places for through traffic or on the other hand

that it would be inconvenient for instance for through

bus to stop for passenger and the driver to find after

proceeding some distance that the passenger desired merely

to go to another point in New Brunswick

However it is sufficient to state that in my opinion the

interprovincial and international undertaking of the appel

lant falls clearly within section 9210 of the British

North America Act but that the carriage of passengers or

goods between points and in New Brunswick is

not necessarily incidental to the appellants undertaking

connecting New Brunswick with any other or others of

the provinces or extending beyond the limitsof the province

.i A.C i22
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except as to such carriage in connection with stop-over 1951

privileges extended as an incident of the contract of wa
through carriage S.I1T

The questions put are very broad as they refer to the EAJ
provisions of The Motor Carrier Act 1937 and amendments

thereto to orders made by the Motor Carrier Board to

sections or 53 or any other sections of The Motor

Vehicle Act 20 of the statutes of 1934 and amendments

and to Regulation 13 issued under the latter Act Further

more the questions as settled by Hughes were added

to merely on the consent of counsel That is really

attempting to do what only the Governor General in

Council or Lieutenant Governor in Council are authorized

to do It is inadvisable in such proceeding as this to

attempt to deal with all the provisions of either Act or

orders or regulations made thereunder and in fact many
of them were not even referred to in argument

The questions should be answered by stating that the

New Brunswick Statutes and Regulations in question and

the licence issued by the Motor Carrier Board to the

appellant are legally ineffective to prohibit the appellant by
his undertaking from bringing passengers into the province

from outside the province and landing such passengers in

the province or from carrying passengers from any point

in the province to point outside the limits thereof They
are also ineffective to prohibit the transportation of

passengers between points in the province to which

passengers stop-over privileges have been extended as an

incident of contract of carriage

The appeal should be allowed the order of the Appeal
Division set aside and the questions answered as above

The appellant is entitled as against the respondent S.M.T

Eastern Limited to his costs of the hearing before the

Appeal Division and to two-thirds of his costs of the appeal
to this Court The motion by the appellant to vary the

terms of the order of this Court granting leave to Canadian

National Railway Company and Canadian Pacific Railway

Company to intervene was abandoned and it will therefore

stand dismissed without costs There will be no costs of

other motions to add any intervenant There will be no

costs for or against the Attorney-General of New Brunswick

or any intervenant
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1951 TASCHEREAU In his action the plaintiff-respondent

WEE claims that the defendant has no legal right to embus or

S.M.T
debus passengers within the Province of New Brunswick

EASTERN and prays for an injunction to restrain him from doing so

The defendant who resides at Lewiston MMne is in the

business of operating motor buses for the carriage of

passengers and goods On the 17th of June 1949 The

Motor Carrier Board granted him licence permitting him

to operate public motor buses from Boston Mass through

the Province of New Brunswick on highways Nos and

to Halifax and Glace Bay in the Province of Nova Scotia

and return but not to embus or debus passengers in the

said Province of New Brunswick after August 1949 It

is his contention in his statement of defence and counter

claim that his operation of buses is primarily international

and interprovincial and that incidentally he may therefore

embus and debus passengers within the Province of New

Brunswick and also carry passengers from points within

the Province to destinations also within the province

He claims that his operations constitute an undertaking

connecting the Province of New Brunswick with another

Province of Canada and extending into the United States

of America within the meaning of 9210 of the

British North America Act He asks for declaration that

his operations are not prohibited by or subject in any way

to the provisions of The Motor Carrier Act and that 13 Geo

VI 47 1949 under which the definitions of public

motor bus and public motor truck were altered to

include interprovincial and international motor carriage

be declared ultra vires of the Legislature of the Province

of New Brunswick

Pursuant to the Rules of the Supreme Court of New

Brunswick Mr Justice Hughes of the Supreme Court of

New Brunswick before whom the matter came ordered on

the 17th of January 1950 that certain questions of law

should be referred to the Supreme Court of New Brunswick

Appellate Division prior to the trial of the action The

questions submitted for the opinion of the Court of Appeal

were the following

Are the operations or proposed operations of the defendant within

the Province of New Brunswick or any part or parts thereof as above

set forth prohibited or in any way affected by the provisions of The

Motor Carrier Act 1937 and amendments thereto or orders made by

the said Motor Carrier Board
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Is 13 Geo VI 47 1949 intra vires of the legislature of the 1951

Province of New Brunswick
WINNER

And on the 21st day of March 1950 the submission to S.1T

the Appellate Division was enlarged and the following

question was added
Tascherean

Are the proposed operations prohibited or in any way affected by

Regulation 13 of The Motor Vehicle Act 20 of the Acts of 1934 and

amendments or under sections or 53 or any other sections of The

Motor Vehicle Act

The Court of Appeal on the 1st of May 1950 gave the

following answers

Yes prohibited until the defendant complies with the provisions

of the Act

Yes in respect of this defendant Messrs Richards CJ and

Hughes answering simply Yes
Yes until the defendant complies with the provisions of the

Act and the regulations made thereunder

The main question to be decided is the interpretation

of subsection 10 of section 92 of the B.N.A Act which

reads as follows

02 In each Province the Legislature may exclusively make laws

in relation to matters coming within the classes of subjects next hereinafter

enumerated that is to say
10 Local Works and Undertakings other than such as are of the

following classes

Lines of steam or other ships railways canals telegraphs and

other works and undertakings connecting the province with any

other or others of the provinces or extending beyond the limits

of the province

Lines of steam ships between the province and any British or

foreign country

Such works as although wholly situate within the province are

before or after their execution declared by the parliament of

Canada to be for the general advantage of Canada or for the

advantage of two or more of the provinces

It is beyond dispute that the operations of the appellant

are an undertaking within the meaning of the section

As Lord Dunedin expressed it in the Radio Reference

they constituted an arrangement under which physical

things were used cannot agree with the proposition

that the appellants undertaking does not come within

subsection 10 of section 92 It is argued that the works

A.C 304 at 315
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1951 and undertakiiigs excluded from the provincial jurisdic

WINNER tion are those which connect the province with any other

S.M.T
or extend beyond the limitsof the province and are local

EASTERN which means within the Province of New Brunswick As

the appellant has no office or location of any kind in New
Tascb.ereau

Brunswick it would follow that it is not local It is my
opinion that it is not necessary in order to fall within

the scope of the section that the undertaking have its

origin and situs within the province and that the appel

lant should have an office or place of business therein It

is think sufficient to bring the matter within federal

jurisdiction that the bus line operates as it does in the

present case from the United States through New Bruns

wick and Nova Scotia whether the origin of the under

taking be in New Brunswick or not As long as such

undertaking connects the Province of New Brunswick

with any other province or extends beyond the limits of

the province 92 10 applies As it has been said by

Lord Reid in the Empress Hotel case the purpose of

the section

is to deal with means of interprovincial cmmunication Such com
munication can be provided by organizations or undertakings but not by

inanimate things alone

As to the submissions of the respondent concerning the

ownership of the highways and the status of the appellant

who is foreign national agree with what has been

said by my brother Rand

There remains further question to be determined If

as think the operations of the appellant are an under

taking which as such fall under federal control it does

not follow that the provinces may not enact legislation

relating to all that is not interprovincial traffic or inci

dental thereto Interprovincial communications are not

of provincial concern and therefore the appellant may
without the authorization of the Province of New Bruns

wick debus passenger coming from the United States in

the limits of the province and embus passenger in New

Brunswick whose destination is outside the province and

vice versa and also extend stop-over privileges as an

incident of the operations But the embussing of passengers

at point within the province to another point also within

A.C 122 at 142
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the province presents an entirely different situation This 1951

is not interprovincial communication and cannot see WINNER

how it can be said that it is incidental to the undertaking S.rtT

from which it is severable It is traffic of local nature

which falls under provincial jurisdiction
Taschereau

It is probable that conflicts will arise between both

federal and provincial jurisdictions but the courts are not

legislative bodies Their duty is to apply the law as they

believe it has been enacted The co-operation of the

Central Government and the provinces is therefore essen

tial in order to arrive at satisfactory result As it has

been said by Lord Atkin in A.G for British Columbia

A.G for Canada

it was said that the Provinces and the Dominion between them

possess totality of complete legislative authority it must be possible

to combine Dominion and Provincial legislation so that each within its

own sphere could in co-operation with the other achieve the complete

power of regulation which is desired Their Lordships appreciate the

importance of the desired aim Unless and until change is made in

the respective legislative functions of Dominion and Prvince it may
well be that satisfactory results for both can only be obtained by co

operation But the legislation will have to be carefully framed and

will not be achieved by either party leaving its own sphere and encroach

ing upon that of the other

This conclusion which have reached does not mean that

even if federal control may be exercised over interprovincial

operations as indicated the control of the roads and high

ways and the regulation of traffic does not remain within

the jurisdiction of the provinces Provincial Secretary of

P.E.I Egan

As the present appeal is not reference this Court

should not think be called upon to answer questions

which are not essential for the determination of the case

therefore agree with my brother Locke as to the answer

that should be given

would therefore allow the appeal and direct the judg

ment of the Appeal Division to be modified accordingly

The order as to costs should be as proposed by my brother

Kerwin

1937 A.C 377 at 389 S.C.R 396
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1951 RAND This appeal raises the question of the extent

WINNER and nature of the provincial jurisdiction over highways of

SM.T New Brunswick As now constituted the action is brought

EASRN by S.M.T Company Limited as relator on behalf of the

Attorney General That company is carrier of passengers

by bus under licence to operate on named highways

which include one running from St Stephen near the

international boundary bordering the state of Maine

through the cities of Saint John and Moncton and on to the

boundary with Nova Scotia The appellant Winner is an

American citizen of Maine who conducts bus line which

for some time prior to 1949 had been operating between

Boston and Halifax over the highway mentioned In June

1949 he was granted licence under The Motor Carrier

Act for the operation of his buses subject to the restric

tion that no passengers could be set off or taken on in the

province The result was that only an operation across

the province was authorized In disregard of that limita

tion he is taking up and setting down passengers without

reference to originating point or destination

The statutory provisions applicable to highway and bus

operations in New Brunswick are contained in two statutes

The Motor Vehicle Act and The Motor Carrier Act The

former provides generally for the registration of every

motor vehicle using the highways and by 58 for the

making of regulations dealing among other things with

fixing fees classifying vehicles regulating the size weight

equipment or loads to be permitted the speed and handling

of traffic and the operation of vehicles of other provinces

or of foreign countries Among the regulations made are

94 Any commercial vehicle except passenger bus owned by

non-resident and duly and fully registered and licensed in his home

province state or country used only for internajional and interprovincial

transportation but not for intra-provincial transportation may be oper

ated on the highways of New Brunswick without registration and licensing

in the province

13S No person perating motor vehicle as public carrier be

tween fixed termini outside the province shall operate such motor vehicle

on the highways of the province unless the operator is in possession of

permit issued by the department setting forth the conditions under

which such motor vehicle may operate and after payment of such fees

as the Minister may determine fair and equitable
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The Motor Carrier Act as its name implies deals with 1951

the business of public carriage on the highways By WINNER

21 as amended public motor bus is defined to
S.M.T

mean EASTERN

motor vehicle plying or standing for hire by or used to carry

passengers at separate fares Rand

As enacted in 1937 the clause read

Public Motor Bus means motor vehicle plying or standing for

hire by or used to carry passengers at separate fares to from or in

any part of the province

This was amended in 1939 by striking out the words to
from or in any part of the province and substituting

therefor from any point within the province to destina

tion also within the province in 1949 this last clause was

struck out By the members of the Board of Com
missioners of Public Utilities are constituted board for

the purposes of the Act sub-s endows the Board in

relation to motor carriers with all the jurisdiction vested

in it in respect of common carriers sub-s provides

The Board may grant to any person firm or company licence to

operate or cause to be operated public motor buses or public motor

trucks over specified routes and between specified points within the

province

Subsections and of section provide that in

determining whether licence shall be granted the Board

shall give consideration to services furnished by railroads

street railways or motor carriers the likelihood of the

proposed service being permanent and continuous and its

effect on other services If found to be in the public

interest the service may be licenced on security being

furnished

Section regulates the abandonment or discontinuance

of any service authorized 11 limits public bus or truck

operation to that specified in the licence 171 empowers

the Board to fix schedules rates fares and charges to fix

fees payable to the province to prescribe forms to require

the filing of returns and generally to do what is considered

necessary or expedient for the safety and convenience of

the public and by 21 every licenced carrier is to be

deemed public utility

These provisions appear to me to be broad enough to

empower the Board to restrict the licence as it did
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1951 The two statutes exhibit clearly two different matters

WINNER of regulation that is of highways as such and of services

S.M.T
carried on by means of vehicles using them The primary

EASPERN jurisdiction of the province in the field of the former

is unchallenged equally so is that over uncomplicated

RandJ local services The substantial contention is that under

section 92 head 10a of the British North America Act

there is here an undertaking including all four classes of

services that is traffic between points in the United States

and points in New Brunswick between United States

points and Canadian points involving trans-provincial

services through New Brunswick between points in New

Brunswick and points in other provinces and finally

between points in New Brunswick alone which in its

entirety is beyond provincial control

Mr Inches for the relator and Mr Carter for the

Attorney General of New Brunswick supported by the

Attorneys General of all of the provinces represented

except in certain respects the Attorney General of Nova

Scotia assert the right of the province to regulate and

control without restriction all traffic of this nature on the

highways regardless of origin or destination That

authority is based primarily on what is said to be the

ownership of the highways which as claimed is as exten

sive in its legislative consequences as that of other public

property of the province to which it is assimilated The

Attorney General for Nova Scotia on the other hand

represented by Mr MacDonald distinguishes between

local and other carriage Agreeing that the undertaking of

Winner is not within head 10a he concedes that inter

national interprovincial and transprovincial movements

fall severally within the residual powers of section 91

The claim made for provincial control is in my opinion

excessive The first and fundamental accomplishment of

the constitutional Act was the creation of single political

organization of subjects of His Majesty within the geo

graphical area of the Dominion the basic postulate of

which was the institution of Canadian citizenship

Citizenship is membership in state and in the citizen

inhere those rights and duties the correlatives of allegiance

and protection which are basic to that status
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The Act makes no express allocation of citizenship as 1951

the subject-matter of legislation to either the Dominion WINNER

or the provinces but as it lies at the foundation of the
S.M.T

political organization as its character is national and by ETERN
the implication of head 25 section 91 Naturalization and

Aliens it is to be found within the residual powers of the RanclJ

Dominion Canada Temperance case at 205 What
ever else might have been said prior to 1931 the Statute

of Westminster coupled with the declarations of consti

tutional relations of 1926 out of which it issued creating

in substance sovereignty concludes the question

But incidents of status must be distinguished from

elements or attributes necessarily involved in status itself

British subjects have never enjoyed an equality in all civil

or political privileges or immunities as is illustrated in

Cunningham Tomay Homma in which the Judicial

Committee maintained the right of British Columbia to

exclude naturalized person from the electoral franchise

On the other hand in Brydens case statute of the

same province that forbade the employment of Chinamen
aliens or naturalized in underground mining operations

was found to be incompetent As explained in Hommas

case that decision is to be taken as determining

that the regulations there impeached were not really aimed at the regula

tion of metal mines at all but were in truth devised to deprive the

Chinese naturalized or not of the ordinary rights of the inhabitants

of British Columbia and in effect to .prohibit their continued residence

in that province since it prohibited their earning their living in that

province

What this implies is that province cannot by depriving

Canadian of the means of working force him to leave it

it cannot divest him of his right or capacity to remain and

to engage in work there that capacity inhering as con

stituent element of his citizenship status is beyond nulli

fication by provincial action The contrary view would

involve the anomaly that although British Columbia could

not by mere prohibition deprive naturalized foreigner

of his means of livelihood it could do so to native-born

Canadian He may of course disable himself from exer

cising his capacity or he may be regulated in it by valid

provincial law in other aspects But that attribute of

A.C 193 at 205 AC 151

A.C 580
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1951 citizenship lies outside of those civil rights committed

WINNER to the province and is analogous to the capacity of

S.IT Dominion corporation which the province cannot sterilize

EAERN It follows fortiori that province cannot prevent

RdJ
Canadian from entering it except conceivably in tempor

ary circumstances for some local reason as for example

health With such prohibitory power the country could

be converted into number of enclaves and the union
which the original provinces sought and obtained disrupted

In like position is subject of friendly foreign country

for practical purposes he enjoys all the rights of the citizen

Such then is the national status embodying certain

inherent or constitutive characteristics of members of the

Canadian public and it can be modified defeated or

destroyed as for instance by outlawry only by Parliament

Highways are condition of the existence of an organized

state without them its life could not be carried on To

deny their use is to destroy the fundamental liberty of

action of the individual to proscribe his participation in

that life under such ban the exercise of citizenship

would be at an end narrower constitutional considera

tion arises Civil life in this country consists of inextric

ably intermingled activities and relations within the legis

lative jurisdiction of both Parliament and Legislature and

deprivation of the use of highways would confound matters

appertaining to both To prevent person from engaging

in business at post office or customs house or bank

by forbidding him the use of highways is so far to frustrate

privilege imbedded in Dominion law These considera

tions are I- think sufficient to demonstrate that the

privilege of using highways is likewise an essential attribute

of Canadian citizenship status

The province is thus seen to be the quasi-trustee of its

highways to enable the life of the country as whole to be

carried on they are furnished for the Canadian public

and not only or primarily that of New Brunswick Upon

the province is cast the duty of providing and administering

them for which ample powers are granted and the

privilege of user can be curtailed directly by the province

only within the legislative and administrative field of

highways as such or in relation to other subject-matter
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within its exclusive field The privilege of operating
i951

on the highway now enjoyed by Winner so far constitutes WINNER

therefore the equivalent of right-of-way S.M.T
EASTERN

With these considerations in mind the approach to the

controversy before the Court becomes clearer Head 10
RSIIdJ

of section 92 reads

10 Local works and undertakings other than such as are of the

following classes

Lines of steam or other ships railways canals telegraphs and

other works and undertakings connecting the province with any
t.her or others of the provinces or extending beyond the limits

of the province

Lines of steam ships between the province and any British or

foreign country

Such works as although wholly situate within the province are

before or after their execution declared by the Parliament of

Canada to be for the general advantage of Canada or for the

advantage of two or more of the provinces

What is an undertaking The early use of the word

was in relation to services of various kinds of which that

of the carrier was prominent He would take into his

custody or under his care either goods or persons and he

was said then to have assumed or undertaken on

terms their carriage from one place to another to that

might be added the obligation to accept and carry drawn

on himself by public profession and the service together

with the means and organization constituted the under

taking This is generalized for the purposes of head 10

by Lord Dunedin in the Radio case Undertaking is not

physical thing but is an arrangement under which of

course physical things are used language used by way
of contrasting works with undertakings But it is or

can be of an elastic nature and the essential consideration

in any case is its proper scope and dimensions

One characteristic of carriage is the entirety of the

individual service that is to say from point to point

to be broken down at provincial boundary lines destroys

it and creates something quite different even trans

provincial movement is an inseverable part of larger

entity Under the ban imposed here interprovincial and

international trade on highways would be seriously inter

fered with if not in large measure destroyed

838647
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1951 It was argued that the expression works and under

takings should be read conjunctively and that whatever

S.I.T
else might be said of an organized bus service it could not

EAsN be called work But in the interpretative attitude of

the Judicial Committee as expressed in Edwards Attor
RandJ

ney General of Canada and as exemplified in the

Radio case the modes of works and undertakings

within head 10a await the developments of the years

and the specific enumerations buttressed by the general

considerations of provincial and dominion scope are

sufficient to warrant disjunctive construction although

obviously in some cases both may be satisfied Indeed the

question would seem to be concluded by the language of

Lord Dunedin in the Radio decision at 315

Carriage by motor vehicle ranges from an individual

passenger or carton of goods carried for reward in

private automobile to highly organized fleet of buses or

trucks covering the country from East to West Within

this expanse all degrees of service might be provided and

we can visualize interprovincial carrier units and local

units brought under one ownership and direction with the

total operations integrated into system the initial form

of which might have been either Even though local

services should be limited to those incidental to the others

the multiplication of units say over different interpro

vincial routes could cover great part of province and

the incidental be converted into the principal Local tran

port has come to furnish multiplicity of short range

accommodations to the immediate necessities of modern

life especially in the larger centres of population it has

in fact become more or less incidental to employment and

to community life generally Its services have thus taken

on characteristics distinguishing them from long distance

carriage of any form

What is denoted by the words of 10a is ex facie an

interprovincial or an international function no attempt

has been made to show any necessary bond in fact or in

legislative administration between either of them and the

local feature here and in determining in any case what

can properly be taken to be embraced within an under

taking created as Winners has been the interwoven

AC 124 A.C 304
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character of legislative distribution under sections 91 and 19M

92 of the Act of 1867 becomes significant WINNER

The analogy of railways and telegraphs was pressed S.M.T
EASTERN

upon us These works are specifically named and it is the

clear implication that their total functioning was to be RdJ
under single legislature But even they are limited to

essential objects Attorney General for British Columbia

C.P.R in which hotel operated by the company

was held not to be part of the railway There is toward

them also notion of fixity and determinateness that

although somewhat elusive underlies the restriction of

declaration of dominion advantage under paragraph 10c
to work But the building-up of an aggregate of

services into unity of operation introduces considerations

of different nature

The judgment of this Court in Quebec Railway Beau-

port is not in pan materia There an original railway

work declared to be for the general advantage of Canada

was subsequently authorized to carry on bus services

those with which the proceedings were concerned had

been integrated with the railway and tramway services

and the identity of the original work and undertaking had

been maintained

Whatever may be said of the physical instruments of

transportation per se the function of carriage is an essential

element of trade and commerce it has no other raison

dŒtre As an arterial system from its trunk lines to the

minutest ramifications in the circulation of persons and

goods it furnishes the moving life of trade and commerce

The question before us then is analogous to that pre
sented in Lawson Committee in which Duff

la4er C.J at 366 said

The scope which might be ascribed to head 91 Trade and

Commerce has necessarily been limited in order to preserve from

serious curtailment if not from virtual extinction the degree of autonomy
the provinces were intended to possess

That necessity exists in the automotive field of carriage

and the lines of limitation are indicated by those laid down

for trade and commerce

AC 122 S.C.R 16

S.C.R 357

838647
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19M Assuming then that the international and interprovincial

WINNER components of Winners service are such an undertaking

S.M.T as head 10 envisages the question is whether by his own

EASTERN act for the purposes of the statute he can annex to it the

local services Under the theory advanced by Mr Tennant
RandJ

given an automobile an individual can by piecemeal

accumulation bring within paragraph 10a day-to-day

fluctuating totality of operations of the class of those here

in question The result of being able to do so could un
doubtedly introduce destructive interference with the

balanced and co-ordinated administration by the province

of what is primarily local matter and the public interest

would suffer accordingly There is no necessary entirety

to such an aggregate and cannot think it sound con

struction of the section to permit the attraction by such

mode to dominion jurisdiction of severable matter that

otherwise would belong to the province

But if in relation to those primary components the

service is not such an undertaking then for the reasons

given it coms under the Dominion regulation of Trade

and Commerce In any case it would fall within the

residual powers

It follows that the province in the absence of any

justifying consideration relating to highway administration

or other sufficient exclusive provincial matter was without

power having admitted these buses to the highways to

prevent them from setting down or taking up either inter

national or interprovincial traffic On the other hand it

could forbid the taking up or setting down of passengers

travelling solely between points in the province

The judgment of the Appeal Division holding against

Winner on all points was in the form of giving answers

to questions referred to it by the trial judge as follows

Are the operations or proposed operations of the Defendants

within the Province of New Brunswick or any part or parts thereof as

above set forth prohibited or in any way affected by the provisions of

The Motor Carrier Act 1937 and amendments thereto or orders made

by the said Motor Carrier Board

Is 13 Geo VI 48 1949 intra vires of the legislature of the

province of New Brunswick

Are the proposed perations prohibited or in any way affected by

Regulation 13 of The Motor Vehicle Act 20 of the Acts of 1934 and

amendments or under section or 53 or any other sections of The Motor

Vehicle Act
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As can be seen they distribute both statutes and in 11
doing so they go beyond the actual issues raised by the

pleadings It would be virtually impossible either to anti- S.I1T

cipate all conceivable points of impact of the statutes ETERN
directly or indirectly on Winners operations or to deal _fI

with them by any other than general answers The real R9ildJ

issue is whether he can be restrained from taking up and

setting down passengers in New Brunswick the answer
to that is only when it is done in the course of carriages

which in their entirety begin and end at points in New
Brunswick

would allow the appeal and direct the judgment of the

Appeal Division to be modified accordingly The appellant

Winner is entitled to two-thirds of his costs in this Court

and all of his costs in the Appeal Division The motion

of the respondent to review the order that there be no
costs either for or against the intervenant railways is

dismissed without costs No other costs are allowed

KELLOOK When the appeal was opened the court

raised the question as to the right of the respondent com
pany to sue In answer reference was made to the decision

of the Appeal Division of New Brunswick in New Bruns
wick Power Co Maritime Transit It would appear
that that decision proceeded on the view that the holder

of licence under The Motor Carrier Act was in position

analogous to the holder of franchise of market or ferry

and that the court in deciding that case had not had its

attention called to the decision of the House of Lords in

Institute of Patent Agents Lockwood and to the

view expressed by Eve in Attorney General Premier

Line Without deciding the question thus raised it

was arranged that an application would be made to the

court of New Brunswick to add the Attorney General ex rel

the company respondent as plaintiff in the action That
has now been done and the proceedings amended accord

ingly

The appeal comes to this court upon answers given by
the Appeal Division to certain questions of law referred

to that court by an order of the court of first instance

on the footing of statement of facts set out in the order

1937 12 M.P.R 152 AC 347

Ch 303 at 313
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1951 of reference From these facts it appears that the appellantWa is in the business of operating line of motor buses for

S.MT
the carriage for hire of passengers and goods from Boston

EASTERN in the State of Massachusetts through the Province of

New Brunswick to Halifax and Glace Bay in the Province
KellockJ of Nova Scotia On the 17th day of June 1949 he was

granted licence by the Motor Carrier Board of New
Brunswick permitting these operations insofar as that

province was concerned but it was provided that he should

not take up or put down passengers within the said province

after August 1st of the said year The appellant ignored

the above condition and has continued since August

1949 to take up and let down passengers within the

province regardless of whether such traffic originated

within or without the province or was destined to points

within or without the province

It is the contention of the appellant that his operations

constitute an undertaking connecting the Province of

New Brunswick with another province of Canada or ex

tending beyond the limits of the province within the

meaning of 92 10 of the British North America

Act and that accordingly such operations are not the

subject of regulation by the legislature of New Brunswick

It is to be observed that the appellant cannot rely on any
Dominion legislation such as was in question in Toronto

Bell Telephone Co The essence of the opposing

contention is that while the appellant may have his buses

and operators for those buses his undertaking cannot be

said to include the right to use the ihighways of the

province It is said that such right is common law right

bestowed on the appellant as member of the public in

New Brunswick under the laws of that province and that

the control of that right is matter within the jurisdiction

of the provincial legislature

In the court below Richards C.J while accepting the

view that the bus line of the appellant might otherwise

be regarded as an undertaking within the meaning of

92 10 thought it could not be so regarded because

in his view it is only local works and undertakings which

have their origin and situs within the province which

come within the purview of the section and therefore as

A.C 52
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the appellant has no office no place of business no organi- 1951

zation no situs within the province his operations do not wia
come within the contemplation of the section While the SJ1T
appellants undertaking extends from the State of Maine ERN
into the Province of New Brunswick the learned Chief _L
Justice thought it could not be said that it extends beyond Kellock

the limits of the province Not coming in his opinion

within the provisions of 9210 the learned Chief

Justice was of opinion that the provincial legislation here

in question was intra vires being entirely local in character

in relation to traffic within the province and only incident-

ally affecting traffic passing through the province Harrison

expressed similar views In the opinion of that learned

judge the province has the right not only to regulate but

also to prohibit motor vehicle traffic He was further of

opinion that in any event the appellant as foreign

national had no status entitling him to question the

validity of the legislation Hughes agreed with the

answers given to the questions by the other members of

the court but gave no reasons

In my opinion the fact that the appellant is an alien

does not affect his right to challenge the legislation in

question As stated by Lord Reading in Porter Freuden

berg

Alien friends have long since been and are at the -present day
treated in reference to civil rights as if they were British subjects and

are entitled to the enjoyment of all personal rights of citizen

Reference may also be made to Johnstone Pedlar

With respect to the main ground upon which the respon
dents rest their case namely the contention that control

of the use -of provincial highways is -a matter -of civil rights

within the province -find it impossible to agree find

nothing in 92 of the British North America Act which

authorizes province to shut itself off from any other

province by denying entry to it to persons presenting them
selves at its borders from other provinces or another

country

In the words of Lord Coleridge in Bailey Jamieson

The common definition of highway that is given in all

the text-books of authority is that it is way leading

K.B 857 at 869 A.C 262

1876 C.P.D 329 at 332
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1951 from one market-town or inhabited place to another in

WIIqNEB habited place which is common to all the Queens

SM.T subjects It therefore appears at once that the right

EASTERN to the use of highway is right vested in the subject
who is entitled to the exercise of that right throughout the

Kellockj
kingdom As the preamble to the British North America

Act states that the constitution of Canada was intended

to be similar in principle to that of the United Kingdom
this right belonging equally to all Canadian subjects of

His Majesty is one which would normally be within the

jurisdiction of Parliament unless another disposition has

been made by the British North America Act The only

provision of that statute which is pointed to for such

result is head 13 of 92 but the mere statement of the

nature of the right is sufficient to exclude it from the class

of civil rights within the province

With respect to the operation of bus line of the nature

of that here in question cannot accept the view of the

statute taken in the court below Such an undertaking is

in my opinion one falling within the terms of 9210
and therefore subject matter of legislation exclusively

within the jurisdiction of Parliament The very object

of the provision to employ the words of Lord Read in the

Empress Hotel case

is to deal with means of inter.provincial communication Such com
munication can be provided by organizations or undertakings but not by

inanimate things alone

While this language was not there applied to circum

stances similar to those in question in the case at bar

would so apply it The operation of an undertaking of

the character contemplated by the section may not there

fore be prevented by provincial legislation such as that in

question The question remains however as to whether

the whole and if not what part of the appellants opera

tions may properly be regarded as falling within other

Works and Undertakings connecting the province with any

other or others of the provinces or extending beyond the

limits of the province as those words are employed in

9210 In my opinion it is only the through
as distinct from the local carriage which may be so

regarded

AC 122 at 142
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It is with means of interprovincial communication only 1951

that the section deals and therefore it is only the carriage WINNER

of passengers or goods from point outside the province to
S.M.T

points within the province or beyond the province and EASTERN

from point within the province to points beyond the

province which may properly be regarded as interpro- Ke11ockJ

vincial or connecting to use the statutory language

Unlike aerial navigation or radio which from their very

nature are not divisible from the local or interprovincial

or international standpoints locaL carriage by buis is

severable and forms no necessary part of the interprovincial

or international undertaking with which 9210 is

concerned The words Lines of ships and railways

as used in the section no doubt include all traffic carried by
such means but that is because these undertakings are

specifically mentioned and being mentioned include every

thing normally understood by those words do not think

however that there is any compelling reason for regarding

such an undertaking as is here in question as including

the purely local carriage of traffic and in the absence of

such reason think there are considerations which dictate

the contrary view

As pointed out by the respondents local carriage of

traffic by bus has become over wide areas an essential

public service and unless regulated to prevent excessive

competition the section of the public dependent upon such

service will often suffer Such regulation would be im
possible if any person merely because he operates across

provincial boundary perhaps at no great distance away
could compete with purely local undertaking free from

any local control It is past question in my opinion that

local legislature may as purely local matter authorize

the granting of exclusive transport franchises within the

province in the interests of the inhabitants intended to be

served Just as an interprovincial or international bus line

is withdrawn from provincial control an intra-provincial

bus line is by the same statutory provision placed within

the exclusive jurisdiction of the provincial legislatures

If the carriage of purely local traffic is to be considered

as part of the undertaking of through bus line there

would seem to be no reason why such local traffic could

not be carried by buses which do not leave the province
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1951 at all as well as by through buses As already pointed out

WINNER the undertaking with which the statute deals is the

S.M.T organization under which the inanimate things the buses

EASTERN operate The undertaking is not to be identified with the

buses If therefore connecting undertaking is to be

Kellock
regarded as including local as well as through carriage

it is difficult to see why such an undertaking may not also

carry its local traffic by bus which does not go outside

the province at all wherever such mode of operation is

conducive to the efficient management of the undertaking

Again if it be suggested that the word undertaking

is to take its colour from such word as railways in the

section would see no reason why in respect of local

carriage the undertaking of connecting bus line should

be confined to buses paralleling its through line and would

not also include branch lines throughout the province

As have already said railways is specifically used

in the statute and includes everything normally understood

by that word But unlike railway which has its own

right of way buses operate on public highways and must

share the way thereby furnished with others It is the

connecting undertaking which alone is committed to

Dominion jurisdiction while the local undertaking is at

the same time committed to that of the provinces To my
mind it would leave little to the latter in the case of

undertakings of the characteristics of that here in question

if the ambit of through undertaking were cast as large as

that for which the appellant contends therefore think

that full effect can be given to that which is in the con

templation of the section with respect to the two different

kinds of undertakings by giving to it the meaning

indicated

Accordingly in my opinion the appellant although not

subject to the provincial control here asserted insofar as

his through operations are concerned can not claim the

same exemption with respect to his purely local carriage

There is no doubt an area in which provincial legislation

may affect the operation of even bus line confined to

through busiiIess Provincial Secretary Egan It

is impossible however to define that area apart from

specific cases as they arise In arriving at my conclusion

S.C.R 396 at 415
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have not found it necessary to consider 91 of the 1951

British North America Act upon which the respondents WINNER

did not found any argument SJLT

The questions here put are broad enough to cover many EARN
matters which are not shown to be in any way in issue in KeiIJ
this litigation The court is not to be called upon to answer

in litigation of this character general questions the answers

to which are not required for the purpose of enabling the

court charged ultimately with the duty of disposing of the

litigation to determine the actual issues It will therefore

be sufficient for the purposes of the case at bar to declare

that the provincial legislation here in question is not

competent to prevent the appellants undertaking from

bringing passengers into the province of New Brunswick

from the United States of America or another province of

Canada and permitting such passengers to alight in the

said province or from picking up passengers in the province

to be carried out of the same

agree with the order as to costs proposed by my brother

Kerwin

ESTEY In an action between S.M.T Eastern

Limited and Israel Winner doing business under the name

and style of MacKenzie Coach Lines three questions were

submitted by the Supreme Court Appeal Division in the

Province of New Brunswick From the judgment embody
ing the answers leave to appeal to this Court was granted

As of February 1951 the Attorney-General of New

Brunswick ex relatione S.M.T Eastern Limited was

added party as from the institution of the action

The appellant Winner operates passenger bus service

between Boston in the State of Massachusetts and Halifax

and Glace Bay in the Province of Nova Scotia and the

question here raised is the right of the Province of New
Brunswick to prohibit his embussing and debussing of

passengers within that province

The appellant has at all relevant times purchased

licence as required under The Motor Vehicle Act of New
Brunswick 193424 Geo 20 and amendments

thereto He has also been granted licence by The

Motor Carrier Board under the provisions of The Motor

Carrier Act of that province 19371 Geo VI 43 and
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1951 amendments thereto the provisions -of which are expressly

WINNER deemed to be in addition to those of The Motor Vehicle

4-
S.M.T

.aC

EASTERN
Prior to the amendment of 1949 the definition of Public

Motor Bus read
Estey

21 Public Motor Bus means -a motor vehicle plying or

standing for hire by or used to carry -passengers at separate fares from

any point within -the province to destination also within the province

-S of the same Act read at that time

The Board may grant to any person firm or company licence

to operate or cause to be operated public motor buses or public motor

trucks over specified routes and between specified points within the

province

The amendment -of 1949 13 Geo VI 47 struck out

all -the word-s in 21 after the word fares and in

the words within the province The intent and

purpose and indeed the effect of these amendments was

to enable The Motor Carrier Board -to prohibit the embuss

ing and debussing -of passengers- as it did in granting

licence to the appellant on June 17 1949 of which the

material portion reads

Israel Winner doing business under the name and style of MacKenzie

Coach Lines at Lewiston in the State of Maine is granted licence to

operate public motor buses from Boston in the State of Massachusetts

--

through the province of New Brunswick on Highways Nos and to

Halifax and Glace Bay in the province of Nova Scotia and return but

not to embus or debus passengers in the said province of New Brunswick

after August 1949

It is the contention of the province that The Mot-or

Carrier Board in imposing the restrictions contained in

the licence acted within its powers and the legislation

granting to it those powers is- intra vires of the province

The appellant submits that his passenger bus service is

an undertaking within the meaning of sec 9210 of

the British North America Act therefore subject to Do
minion legislation and in so far as the province seeks to

restrict -or prohibit his passenger bus service its legislation

i-s either ultra vires of the province -or inoperative as against

him 9210 reads as follows

92 In each province the legislature may exclusively make laws in

relation to matters coming within the classes of subjects next hereinafter

enumerated t-hat is to say
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10 Local works and undertakings other than such as are of the 1951

following classes
WINNER

Lines of steam or other ships railways canals telegraphs and

other works and undertakings connecting the province with any S.M.T

other or others of the provinces or extending beyond the limits EATERN
of the province

seyThe word local in the foregoing 9210 with

great respect cannot be restricted in its scope and mean

ing as held by the learned judges of the Appellate Court

The section read as whole indicates that included in the

phrase local works and undertakings are activities other

than as well as those which were initiated or have their

head offices in the province It is rather the scope of the

operations that determines the legislative jurisdiction

The submission on behalf of the Attorney-General of

New Brunswick that the words in 9210 or extend

ing beyond the limitsof the province must be restricted

to an extension into some portion of what is now the

Dominion of Canada although it finds support in reading

of 9210 and together does not otherwise find

such support as to justify its acceptance Sub-para

is restricted to Lines of Steamships Even the words

or other ships are not included It makes no mention of

railways canals and telegraphs nor are they elsewhere

similarly dealt with Yet there can be no doubt that the

possibility of railways canals and telegraphs extending

into the United States must have been present to those

associated with the drafting of the British North America

Act In fact at least one province contemplated the build

ing of such railway prior to Confederation It seems

difficult to conclude that this possibility was not provided

for by the insertion of the unrestricted language just

quoted If there be an overlapping with respect to lines

of steamships between and that think must be

attributed to abundant caution in relation to some matter

present to the drafsmen in respect of lines of steamships

As to the meaning of works and undertakings under

9210 Lord Reid in C.P.R A.G for British

Columbia Empress Hotel case stated

The latter part of the paragraph makes it clear that the object of

the paragraph is to deal with means of interprovincial communication
Such communication can be provided by organizations or undertakings
but not by inanimate things alone For this object the phrase lines of

AC 122 at 142
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1951 steamship is appropriate That phrase is commonly used to denote not

only the ships concerned but also the organization which makes them
WINNER

regularly available between certain points

S.M.T
EASTERN In the Radio case Viscount Dunedin in referring to

9210 stated

EsteyJ Undertaking is not physical thing but is an arrangement under

which of course physical things are used

The appellants organization under which he operates

his bus service is within the foregoing an arrangement

connecting New Brunswick and Nova Scotia This arrange

ment together with his equipment constitutes works and

undertaking within the meaning of 9210
There is no question but that the highways are subject

to the exclusive legislative jurisdiction of the provinces

Provincial Secretary of Prince Edward Island Egan

At the hearing there was some discussion as to the owner

ship of the highways in New Brunswick Whatever the

precise position may be in regard to their ownership

whether the province holds them as trustee for the public

or whether the right of passage is in the nature of public

easement for the purpose of this litigation it is sufficient

that the province possesses within the meaning of the

British North America Act complete legislative jurisdiction

over its highways

The appellant once within the province has right to

pass and repass his buses over the provincial highways

without regard to his citizenship or residence upon his

compliance with competently enacted provincial legislation

The province has not at any time disputed his right in

this connection and he on his part has by the purchase

of the necessary licences indicated clear intention to

comply with such legislation In fact he has and his right

to do so is not here in question carried passengers from

points outside through the province to points beyond it

In respect of the embussing and debussing of international

and interprovincial passengers within the province while

the contracts for their transportation are made both within

ançl without the province in every case such contracts

are performed in part within and in part without the

province They constitute an inherent and important part

A.C 304 at 315

Plaxton 137 at 147

S.C.R 396
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of the appellants works and undertaking and give to it 1951

that essential characteristic that in the scheme of the WINNER

British North America Act places the appellants bus
S.M.T

service by virtue of 9210 under the legislative EATEEN
jurisdiction of the Dominion While it was contended by
certain of the Attorneys-General that the province possesses

EsteyJ

the power to prohibit an international and interprovincial

bus to pass and repass upon its highways no authority was
cited to that effect The Dominion of Canada was created

by the British North America Act as one Dominion under

the name of Canada and there shall be one Parlia

ment for Canada 17 Moreover there is but one

Canadian citizenship and throughout the British North
America Act contemplates that citizens and all others who

may be for the time being in Canada shall enjoy freedom

of passage throughout the Dominion subject to com
pliance with competent provincial legislation

There remains for consideration the embussing and de
bussing by the appellant of intraprovincial passengers

Immediately the 1949 licence was issued he contended the

prohibition was ultra vires of the province and has since

carried on his business in complete disregard thereof His

position was that he had right to carry on his international

and interprovincial bus service and as incidental there

to to embus and debus including intraprovincial passen
gers He did not intimate what he included in the word

incidental but it would appear that he at least meant
the embussing and debussing of intraprovincial passengers

along his route in New Brunswick

In support of his contention counsel directed our
attention to railways and telegraphs These works and

undertakings are quite different in character The owners

of the former provide the roadbed and tracks the latter

the wire and poles and both provide all other facilities

necessary to their respective operations The appellants
works and undertaking consist of his buses and the arrange
ment under which they are operated As such his works

and undertaking are designed and developed to operate

upon the provincial highways which must be located con

structed maintained and controlled by the province The
essential difference is that while railways and telegraphs

operate upon their own property the appellant operates
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1951 his bus service upon the highways maintained and con-

WINNER trolled by the province The factors that militate against

S.M.T practical severance of the intraprovincial railway and

EASTERN telegraph businesses are not to an important degree
_- present in the appellants bus service as he has developed

EsteJ
it or as it would be in the ordinary course of such busi

ness Moreover from the point of view of the province

it constitutes the utilization of its highways for purely

provincial purpose and if permitted upon main highways

would go far to destroy the system under which the

province has deemed it advisable if not necessary to

licence the carriage of passengers and goods by buses

The appellants essential business is the international

and interprovincial carriage of passengers His buses and

the arrangement under which he operates constitute his

works and undertaking all of which are subject to legislative

jurisdiction of parliament and if he enters the province and

complies with competent provincial legislation as already

stated the highways must be available to him Whenever

he seeks to utilize the highways for the further purpose

of the carriage of intraprovincial passengers he is outside

the scope of his works and undertaking under 9210 ta
If therefore he desires to enter into the bus business of

carrying intraprovincial passengers he must comply with

competent provincial legislation in relation thereto

It should be noted that in this litigation we are not

concerned with body corporate created and granted

certain powers by the Parliament of Canada with respect

to which other considerations may arise but rather with

an individual whose works and undertaking are the inter

national and interprovincial carriage of passengers

There may in the future be important questions as to

what particular circumstances may constitute international

interprovincial or intraprovincial passengers These ques

tions must of course be decided as they arise but it does

seem necessary to intimate here that the appellant would

be entitled to accord to international and interprovincial

passengers stop-over privileges as that term is understood

in systems of transportation without their being regarded

as intraprovincial passengers as they embus and debus

within the province
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The hearing of this appeal has been restricted to the 1951

right of the appellant to carry passengers The questions Wz
appear to have been drafted in broader terms than neces- S.1.T

sary to determine the issues now raised in this litigation

Indeed it would appear to be sufficient answer to all of

the questions to say that provincial legislation in so far __-

as it prohibits the embussing or debussing of international

and interprovincial passengers is ultra vires the province

In particular the amendment of 1949 to The Motor Carrier

Act in so far as it makes provision therefor is ultra vires

The same may be said of Regulation 13 and Section 58 of

The Motor Vehicle Act under which it is authorized

agree with my brother Kerwins disposition of costs

LOCKE The appellant is carrier of passengers and

freight for reward operating motor buses from Boston

Massachusetts to Glace Bay Nova Scotia In traversing

the Province of New Brunswick en route these vehicles stop

in number of places between St Stephen and Sackville

The appellant asserts that as such carrier he is entitled to

bring passengers from the United States and from the

Province of Nova Scotia into the Province of New Bruns

wick to carry passengers from the latter province to the

United States or to Nova Scotia and in connection with

and incidentally to his international and interprovincial

operations to carry passengers from one point in New

Brunswick to another Both in his pleadings and in the

factum filed before us the appellant has made it plain that

he does not claim an unqualified right to carry passengers

from one point to another within the province except to

the extent above indicated This understand to mean

that he may extend stop-over privileges to his passengers

as is commonly done by railway companies thus by way
of illustration person travelling from Boston to Sackville

might stop over at St Stephen and at Saint John and be

carried between these points and from the latter point to

Sackville under the contract of carriage The question to

be determined is whether by legislation the Province of

New Brunswick can lawfully prevent the carrying on of

these activities

838648
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1951 Heading 10 of section 92 of the British North America

WINNER Act in so far as it affects this matter reads

Local works and undertakings other than such as are of t.he following

EAsTERN classes

LTD Lines of steam or other ships railways canals telegraphs and

LockeJ other works and undertakings connecting the province with any

other or others of the provinces or extending beyond the limits

of the province

The operations of the appellant consist of the daily

operation of motor buses between the above mentioned

points these running in accordance with published time

table carrying passengers and their luggage and freight in

both directions time table made part of the material

submitted with the questions to the Court under the

heading Index of Stations and Agents lists number of

places in New Brunswick between St Stephen and Sack

ville where these are maintained and this affords the only

evidence as to the extent of the business carried on within

the province other than the stated fact that the motor

buses are operated in the above mentioned manner

The word undertaking is in the absence of statutory

definition and there is none to be given its commonly

accepted meaning as being business undertaking or enter

prise and in my opinion it is beyond doubt that the

appellants business falls within this description think

it equally clear that it connects the province of New Bruns

wick with another of the provinces and extends beyond the

limits of the province It is not physical connection

that is referred to In re the Reçiulation and Control of

Radio Richards C.J.A and Harrison were both

of the opinion that the appellants business was not such

an undertaking since they considered that in order to fall

within the class of matters referred to in subheading

it was necessary that the undertaking should be local in

its nature As the learned Chief Ju.stice expressed it the

works and undertakings referred to are those which have

their origin and situ.s within the province Mr Justice

Harrison considered that as the defendant had no office

or location of any kind in New Brunswick and the time

table showed his office to be at Lewiston Maine the

undertaking was local in the State of Maine It is not

local in New Brunswick

AC 304 at 315
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The opening phrase of heading 10 is clearly capable of 1951

the construction given to it by these learned judges namely WINNER

that it is to be interpreted as if it read SkT
Local works and undertakings other than such local works and ERN

undertakings as are of the following classes

Locke

The matter however appears to me to be concluded by

authority In A.G for British Columbia C.P.R and

in Toronto Corporation C.P.R it was held by the

Judicial Committee that heading 10a applied to the

undertaking of that company In Luscar Collieries

McDonald it was held that the subsection applied to

the undertaking of the Canadian Northern Railway Com
pany The undertakings of these companies cannot be

described as local in the sense that that term has been

construed by the learned judges of the Appeal Division so

that think it must be taken either that subheading

refers to undertakings other than such as are merely local

in their nature and extent or that local undertaking

includes one such as that of the appellant which carries

on its enterprise in whole or in part within the boundaries

of the province

Section 91 declares the power of Parliament to make laws

for the peace order and good government of Canada in

relation to all matters not coming within the classes of

subjects by the Act assigned exclusively to the Legislatures

of the provinces and

that notwithstanding anything in this Act the exclusive legislative

authority of the Parliament of Canada extends to all matters coming

within the classes of subjects next hereinafter enumerated

In Gnity of Montreal Montreal Street Railway

Lord Atkinson in delivering the judgment of the Judicial

Committee said that the effect of heading 10 of 92 was

to transfer the excepted works mentioned in subheadings

and of it into 91 and thus to place them

under the exclusive jurisdiction and control of the Dominion

Parliament This applies with equal force to the excepted

undertakings in my opinion It is thus for Parliament

to say whether these activities of the appellant may he

carried on or prohibited

A.C 204 AC 925

AC 54 A.C 333 at 342

838648k
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1q51 This is in my opinion decisive of the question as to the

wxNNB right of the province to prevent the appellant from bring

ing passengers into the province and permitting them to

EAsTN alight and tran.sporting passengers therefrom There

remains the question as to the right of the appellant to

LoekeL
engage in what may properly in my opinion be described

as the local business of carrying passengers other than

those entering the province upon his buses or leaving it

in that manner from place to place within the province

Whether these operations also fall within the exclusive

jurisdiction of Parliament must be decided by determining

the exact nature of the undertakings excepted from pro-

vinºial jurisdiction by subheading 10a These are under

takings connecting the province with another province or

extending beyond the provincial limits The appellants

enterprise is think correctly described in the statement

of defence as an international and interprovincial operation

It is properly part of such an operation to afford to

passengers brought into the province or those who embark

upon the buses to be carried out of the province what are

commonly called stop-over privileges of the nature above

referred to as an incident of the contract of carriage

consider however that the carrying on of purely local

passenger business of the nature above referred to is not

part of or reasonably incidental to the operation of an

undertaking of this nature It is not every activity that the

person engaged in the undertaking may decide to carry on

in connection with its operation that falls within the

exception The establishment of restaurants at various

places in New Brunswick through which the buses of the

appellant pass might be an aid to the financial success of

the undertaking but such operations would not in my
view be part of the undertaking excepted from the pro

vincial jurisdiction think purely local passenger

business of the above mentioned nature is in no different

position The distinction between an undertaking such

as this and that of the railway companies is that in the

case of the latter it is an essential of the operation that

there should be railway stations established at regular

intervals along the line and large expenditures incurred for

that purpose and that there be facilities afforded for the

carriage of both passengers and freight between these
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stations as necessary part of an effective railway opera-
1951

tion These considerations do not in my opinion apply WINNER

to an undertaking such as that of the appellant SM.T

This matter has been brought before us by special leave

to appeal granted by the Appeal Division Two of the
LOCkeJ

questions were submitted for the opinion of that Court by

an order of Hughes made in the Chancery Division of

the Supreme Court and third question as to whether the

operations of the appellant were prohibited or affected by

the provisions of The Motor Carrier Act 1937 as amended

and The Motor Vehicle Act as amended or by the regula

tions made under the last mentioned statute was added

by consent of counsel for the parties The claim of the

plaintiff S.M.T Eastern Ltd against the defendant in

the action the present appellant was that while the appel

lant had obtained licence from the Motor Carrier Board

this would not permit him to embus or debus passengers

in the said Province of New Brunswick after August

1949 that the defendant had in spite of this continued

to embus and debus passengers within the province and

intended to continue to do so whereby the plaintiff had

suffered and would thereafter suffer damage By the state

ment of defence it was admitted that the appellant had

and intended to continue to permit passengers to alight

within the province and to enter the buses within the

province in connection with and incidentally to his inter

national and interprovincial operations and by counter

claim the defendant sought declaration that his under

taking was within the exception contained in subheading

10a of 92 of the British North America Act that his

operations were not prohibited by or subject to The
Motor Carrier Act and amendments thereto or by any other

applicable statute or law and that the statute 13 Geo VI
47 1949 is ultra vires the legislature of the province

The defence to the counterclaim repeated the allegations

in the statement of claim denied that the defendants

operations were primarily international and interprovincial

demurred on the ground that the counterclaim disclosed no

cause of action and said that the 1949 statute was intra

vires The plaintiff did not plead to or raise any issue

as to that part of the claim advanced in the counterclaim

in which declaration was asked that the defendants
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951 operations were not prohibited by or subject in any way

WINNER to the provisions of The Motor Carrier Act and amend

S.M.T
ments or by any other applicable statute No attack had

EASTERN been made upon The Motor Vehicle Act or the regulations

passed under that Act by the counterclaim The Motor

Locke Carrier Act of New Brunswick is statute containing some

22 sections while there are 92 sections to The Motor

Vehicle Act and lengthy series of regulations do not

think we should be asked to deal with constitutional ques

tions of such great importance in this manner This is not

reference to provincial court for its opinion by the

Lieutenant-Governor in Council of province under

statute such as the Constitutional Questions Determination

Acts of other provinces rather are we asked at least by

the third question to decide issues not defined in the

pleadings because counsel for the respective parties request

it

think it is well to remember what was said by Sir

Montague Smith in Citizens Imsurance Company of Canada

Parsons that in performing the difficult duty of

deciding questions arising as to the interpretation of

sections 91 and 92 we should decide each case which arises

as best we can without entering more largely upon an

interpretation of the statute than is necessary for the

decision of the particular question in hand The particular

questions to be determined in the present matter are as

to whether by legislation of the province an undertaking

such as that of the appellant may be prohibited from

bringing passengers into the Province of New Brunswick

from the United States and from Nova Scotia and per

mitting them to alight from admitting passengers to its

buses to be carried out of the province and to carry

passengers along the route traversed by its buses from

place to place in New Brunswick to whom stop-over

privileges have been extended as an incident of the contract

of carriage The answer to each of these questions is in

my opinion in the negative This is sufficient in my

opinion to dispose of the issues properly raised by the

pleadings in this action think no further answer should

be made

agree with the order as to costs proposed by my brother

Kerwin
1881 AC 96 at 109
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CARTWRIGHT This is an appeal brought pursuant

to special leave granted by the Appellate Division of the WINNER

Supreme Court of New Brunswick from judgment of
S.M.T

that Court answering certain questions of law said to EASTERN

arise in this action raised for its opinion by order of ._

Hughes

The agreed statement of facts the questions and the

answers given are sufficiently set out in the reasons of

other members of the Court and do not require repetition

With great respect think that the procedure folio wed

in this case has proved inconvenient and that the questions

in issue between the parties could have been more satis

factorily dealt with if the action had been tried and judg

ment given leaving any party dissatisfied to appeal if so

advised It is not the duty of the Court in an action to

decide questions of law however interesting or important

except such as require to be determined to enable the

Court to pronounce judgment To make complete answer

to questions and it would be necessary to examine every

provision of The Motor Carriers Act of the orders of the

Motor Carrier Board and of The Motor Vehicle Act and to

state as to each of such provisions whether it affects the

operations or the proposed operations of the appellant ind

if so in what way although in this action as to most of

them no question appears to arise at all

Our first task seems to me to be to ascertain from the

pleadings and the assumed facts what questions of law

properly arise for determination at this stage of the

proceedings

The plaintiffs in the action are now the Attorney General

of New Brunswick ex relatione S.M.T Eastern Ltd and

the said S.MT Eastern Ltd

Paragraphs and of the Statement of Claim read

as follows

On the 17th day of June 149 the said Motor Carrier Board

granted licence to the defendant permitting him to operate public

motor buses from Boston in the State of Massachusetts through the

Province of New Brunswick on Highways Nos and to Halifax and

Glace Bay in the Province of Nova Scotia and return but not to embus

or debus passengers in the said Province of New -Brunswick after August

1949

The defendant by his motor buses maintains daily passenger

service over the routes set out in paragraph hereof
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1951 Since August 1949 the defendant has continually embussed and

debussed passengers within the said Province of New Brunswick con-
WINNER

trary to the said order dated the 17th day of June 1949 and has declared

S.M.T his intention of so doing until stopped by legal process

EASTERN
LTD In the prayer for relief the plaintiffs claim

Cartwrigh4 An injunction against the defendant his servants or agents

restraining him and them from embussing and debussing passengers

within the Province of New Brunswick in his public motor buses

running between St Stephen N.B and the Nova Scotia border

declaration that the defendant has no legal right to embuss

or debuss passengers within the Province of New Brunswick

Such other and further relief as to the Court may seem just

The plaintiff company also claims damages and an

accounting

In its Statement of Defence the appellant admits para

graphs and of the Statement of Claim Paragraphs

and of the Statement of Defence read as follows

As to paragraph of the said Statement of Claim

he admits that since August 1949 he has continually embussed

and debussed passengers within the Province of New Brunswick

and that it is his intention to continue to do so unless and until

it shall have been declared by some court of competent juris

diction that such operations are prohibited by The Motor Carrier

Act and amendments thereto or by any other applicable statute

or law

he intends to carry passengers not only from points without

the Province of New Brunswick to points within the said

province and vice versa but also in connection with and

incidentally to his international and interprovincial perations to

carry passengers from points within the said province to des

tinations also within the said province unless and until it shall

have been declared by some court of competent jurisdiction that

such operations are prohibited by The Motor Carrier Act and

amendments thereto or by any other applicable statute or law

His operation of public motor buses is primarily international and

interprovincial over the routes more particularly described in paragraph

of the plaintiffs Statement of Claim but that incidentally to such

international and interprovincial operation he operates and intends to

continue to operate public motor buses intraprovincially in accordance

with and subject to his allegations contained in paragraph hereof

By way of counterclaim the defendant asks

declaration that his operations constitute an undertaking con

necting the Province of New Brunswick with another province of Canada

viz the Province of Nova Scotia and extending into states of the

United States of America beyond the limits of the Province of New

Brunswick within the meaning of section 10 of section 92 of The

British North America Act
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declaration that his said operations are not prohibited by or 1951

subject in any way to the provisions of The Motor Carrier Act and

amendments thereto or by or to any other applicable statute or law

declaration that 13 George VI Chapter 47 1949 is ultra vires M.T
of the legislature of the Province of New Brunswick jD

Such other and further relief 52 to the Court may seem just
Cartwright

Nowhere in the pleadings or in the statement of admitted

facts does any suggestion appear that the appellant has

failed to comply with any requirement of the Statutes of

New Brunswick or the orders made thereunder dealing

with the use of the highways such as for example enact

ments prescribing the maximum weight and size of buses

the system of brakes or the carrying of insurance and it

appears to me that we must deal with the questions on the

assumption that the appellant has fulfilled all the con

ditions precedent to the granting of whatever licences he

requires to permit his buses to use the highways of New
Brunswick

On this assumption the only question which properly

arises for determination is whether the restriction contained

in the licence of the 17th June 1949 granted by the Motor

Carrier Board to the appellant is effective In saying this

have not overlooked the wide terms of paragraph of

the prayer for relief in the counterclaim quoted above or

the fact that the Attorney General for New Brunswick has

been added as party plaintiff nunc pro tunc and may
therefore assume be regarded as defendant in the

counterclaim In my view in the circumstances of this

case the appellant is not entitled to declaratory judgment

as to what is the law of New Brunswick and as to how far

it affects his operations vide Smith Attorney Genera for

Ontario All the rights of the appellant which are in

issue in this action will be sufficiently defined by an answer

to the question mentioned in the first sentence of this para

graph and it is unnecessary to enter upon discussion of

the wider questions of law sought to be raised by the

counterclaim

agree with my brother Rand that the relevant statutory

provisions if valid are broad enough to empower the

Board to restrict the licence as it did and the answer to

S.C.R 331
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1D51 the question must therefore turn on whether it was within

WINNER the powers of the legislature of New Brunswick to so

S.M.T provide

EARN In the assumed circumstances of this case set out above

Cartwri.ght
am in agreement with those members of the Court who

hold that the New Brunswick statutes and regulations in

question and the licence issued by the Motor Carrier Board

referred to above are legally ineffective to prevent the

appellant by his undertaking from bringing passengers into

the Province of New Brunswick from the United States of

America or from another province of Canada and permitting

such passengers to alight in New Brunswick or from pick

ing up passengers in New Brunswick to 1e carried out of

the province or from transporting between points in the

province passengers to whom stop-over privileges have

been extended as an incident of contract of through

carriage because in so far as they purport so to do they

are ultra vires of the legislature of New Brunswick would

so declare and would also declare that no further answer

to the questions submitted is required would dispose of

the costs as proposed by my brother Kerwin

FAUPEUX Pursuant to licences granted by the Motor

Carrier Board of the Province of New Brunswick the

respondent company incorporated under the laws of the

province operates within the province only and over

certain routes motor buses for the carriage of passengers

and goods for hire

The appellant resident of Lewiston in the State of

Maine conducts like operations between Boston in the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the town of Glace

Bay in the Province of Nova Scotia and between inter

mediate points including points within the Province of

New Brunswick As to the part of these operations on

routes beyond the Canadian border the appellant holds

permit issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission

United States federal body having jurisdiction inter alia

over interstate transportation With respect to the other

part of the operations carried on routes within the Province

of New Brunswick the appellant did on the 17th of
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June 1949 obtain from the Motor Carrier Board of the 11

province licence in the following terms WINNER

Israel Winner doing business under the name and style of MacKenzie S.M.T

Coach Lines at Lewiston in the State of Maine is granted licence to EASTERN

operate public motor buses from Boston in the State of Massachusetts
LTD

through the Province of New Brunswick on Highways Nos and to Fax
Halifax and Glace Bay in the Province of Nova Scotia and return but

not to embus or debus passengers in the said province of New Brunswick

after August 1949

Having before the issuance of such licence challenged

the validity of The Motor Carrier Act 1937 as amended

by 13 Geo 47 1949 the appellant thereafter con

sistently ignored and refused to comply with the restric

tions above underlined in the licence And he equally

declared his intention to continue to do so until it shall

have been judicially found that such operations are pro
hibited by The Motor Carrier Act and amendments thereto

or by any other 2pplicab1e statute or law In effect and

under such licence the only right granted to the appellant

is to go across the Province of New Brunswick with

passengers already embussed but with no right to embus

or debus passengers in the province

This attitude and these actions of the appellant gave at

first rise to claim by the respondent asking for

declaration that the appellant had no legal right to do

what his permit prohibited him from doing an injunc

tion to restrain him from carrying on such operations and

damages and to counterclaim by the appellant for

declaration that his operations actual or proposed being

primarily international and interprovincial came within

the purview of sub-s 10a of 92 of the British North

America Act and as such beyond control by provincial

legislation related to such undertakings carried on wholly

within the province

Eventually and in the course of these proceedings three

questions of law having been stated they were subsequently

answered by the Supreme Court Appellate Division of

the Province of New Brunswick in judgment now before

this Court for review

The essential point decisive of the present issue is

whether or not and if in the affirmative in what measure
the above described transportation business of the appellant

constitutes an undertaking within the meaning of 9210
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1951 of the B.N.A Act and as such not only excluded from the

WINNER provincial legislative field but by force of 91 29
S.M.T

included amongst the classes of subjects exclusively within

EASTERN the legislative authority of Parliament

9210 reads
Fauteux

10 Local works and undertakings other than such as are of the follow

ing classes

Lines of steam or other ships railways canals telegraphs and

other works and undertakings connecting the province with any

other or others of the provinces or extending beyond the limits

of the province

Lines of steam ships between the province and any British or

foreign country

Such works as although wholly situate within the province are

before or after their execution declared by the Parliament of

Canada to be for the general advantage of Canada or for the

advantage of two or more of the provinces

The time table and the index of stations relative to the

appellants operations indicate that his bus line extends

from New Brunswick into Nova Scotia and into the United

States of America It also shows that it joins points in

New Brunswick to points in Nova Scotia

In the light of what was said by Viscount Dunedin in re

Regulation and Control of Radio Communication in Canada

the conclusion that the operation of the bus line of the

appellant is an undertaking within the meaning of the

word in the subsection and that it is an undertaking which

connects one province to another is with deference in

escapable

The fact that the highways over which the motor buses

of the appellant must travel are not part of his undertaking

is not more material in the present case than the fact that

the space in which the material transmitted by radio has

to travel was not part of the undertaking was material

in the Radio case In the judgment of the Judicial Com
mittee rendered in the latter it was stated at page 315

that undertaking is not physical thing but is an

arrangement under which of course physical things are

used And it was also declared that the undertaking of

broadcasting is an undertaking connecting the province

with other provinces and extending beyond the limits of

the province
A.C 304
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On the alleged factual premises that the appellant has 1951

no office no place of business no organization no situs in WINNER

the Province of New Brunswick but only in Lewiston S..T

Maine it was suggested that his undertaking is not local

in the sense of the local undertakings excepted by the
Fu.teux

subsection It may be stated at first that it appears in

the material found in the record that while what is des

cribed as the main office of the appellant is situated in

Lewiston Maine the latter has equally agencies at several

strategic points on the bus line he operates particularly

in the Provinces of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia and

that he also maintains one office in Halifax and another in

Sydney cannot think that the point from which an

undertaking is partly or wholly managed or directed may
become the decisive element in the consideration of the

question The subsection is not related to the situs of

management of the undertaking but to the larger field

the one which may connectin which the undertaking is

actually operated In each of the two or more provinces

covered by an undertaking it may with equal accuracy
be said that the undertaking connects the province to the

other province or provinces An interpretation of the sub

ection which would make this proposition well-founded

only in the province where the undertaking has its origin

and situs and ill-founded in the other province or provinces

would fatally and completely nullify the purpose the sub

section was meant to achieve For and assuming that

identical legislation would be adopted in all these provinces

by local legislative action such legislation could be declared

lAltra vires in the province of origin and situs of the under

taking and intra vires in all the others In the result the

overall control by legislative and executive action which
in proper cases the B.N.A Act contemplates would not be

achieved That the object of the paragraph 10a is

to deal with means of interprovincial communication and

that Such communication can be provided by organiza

tions or undertakings but not by inanimate things alone

is armed by the judgment of the Judicial Committee in

C.P.R A.G for British Columbia

A.C 122
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1951 In the measure in which it is interprovincial the public

WINNER transportation service of the appellant undoubtedly con

S.M.T stitutes consequently an undertaking coming within the

EERN meaning of 92 10 and as such is within the cJasses

Fauteux
of subjects transferred into 91 Thus the carrying of

passengers by the appellant from outside the Province

of New Brunswick to points along his route in the province

and from points within the province to points beyond

the province and between points in the province as an

incident to stop-over privileges related to the operations

mentioned in and having this interprovincial

character comes therefore within dominion jurisdiction as

such

However and as described at the very beginning of these

reasons the actual and proposed operations of the appel

lant include in addition to this interprovincial service the

transportation of passengers between intermediate points

within the Province of New Brunswick And the question

arises whether this latter traffic in essence exclusively local

should be dealt with in this case as necessarily incidental to

what constitutes the interprovincial undertaking of the

appellant and be thus equally declared to come under the

exclusive control of Parliament see no reason why it

should In law it has by itself none of the features which

considered alone would bring it within the meaning of

9210 In fact such local transportation is not

necessary incident to the interprovincial service of the

appellant The operations carried on by S.M.T Eastern

Ltd the respondent sufficiently indicate that such local

service is in itself complete undertaking It is true that

both the iuterprovincial and local services may merge in

one undertaking This however is no reason to ignore the

legal premises on which the issue must be determined and

further to conclude that either the local or the interpro

vincial part of the whole service must be considered as

necessary incident of the other These local operations

remain within provincial control

The above conclusions are in my view sufficient to

dispose of the real issue which arose in this case
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There is no need to re-state here all that is said in the 1951

other reasons with respect to the difference in pith and WER
substance between The Motor Carrier Act and The Motor

S.M.T

Vehicle Act of the Province of New Brunswick In brief EAsmRN
LTD

the former is related to the pubhc service of transportation

while the latter deals with vehicles and their operations
Fauteux

and the material principle laid down in Provincial Secretary

of P.E.I Egan remains unaffected

equally agree with the views that the question related

to the nature of the right to the use of public highway

and the fact that the appellant is an alien do not affect

adversely the above conclusions as to the main issue

would therefore agree with my brother Locke as to

the answers that should be given

The appeal should be allowed and the reasons of the

judgment of the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court

of New Brunswick modified accordingly

As to costs agree with the order proposed by my
brother Kerwin

Appeal allowed and Order appealed from set aside
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